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Polls Show Small Turnout
In State Primary Election
Voting in Calloway County appeared
to be slow as it was statewide in
primary balloting for US. senator and
representative and preference for
president.
"Slow but steady" was how Rosa
Outland, poll worker at the Hazel City
Hall, characterized voting in the Hazel
precinct. She said that 74 had voted by
10:45 a.m.
In the Harris Grove precinct, which
votes at Southwest Elementary School,
35 had cast their ballots by 10:30 a.m.,
according to poll worker Norella Potts.
At East Elementary School, where the
Clayton Creek precinct votes, 25 had
voted by the same time. Thirty-eight
citizens had voted at Calloway County
High School by 10:30 a.m., according to
Jesse Dailey, poll worker.
Stanford Andrus, poll worker in

the ballot this morning at
PRIMARY ELECTION DAY - Poll worker Thelma Baiey, left, shows Agnes Watson
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Pogue library on the
County, as well as statewide, was slow today.

Memorial Day Weekend Traffic
Termed 'Safer Than Expected'
By The Associated Press
Millions of Americans went back to
work and school today after a Memorial
Day weekend that was safer than expected on the highways.
By midnight local time Monday, 404
people had been reported killed in traffic accidents nationwide since 6 p.m.
Friday.
The National Safety Council said
before the three-day holiday began that
between 450 and 550 highway deaths
could be expected during the period.
At least eight persons were killed on
Kentucky highways during the
Memorial Day weekend. State Police
said the deaths raised the state's traffic
toll for the year to 247, compared with
326 through the same period a year ago.
The latest fatality occurred Monday
night in Letcher County where police
said Rockford D.Neace, 29, of the
Thornton community was killed in an
accident on Kentucky 931.
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clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight tonight
with lows in the low to mid 604.
Mostly sunny and warmer
Wednesday with highs around 90.
Extended Forecast
Fair Thursday, scattered
thunderstorms developing Friday and Saturday. Highs mostly
in the 80s, lows in the 604.

Mason County Deputy Sheriff Roger
Case said Greg Dunaway, 19, of
Mayslick died Monday evening at
Hayswood Hospital in Maysville about
an hour after his mini-bike crashed into
his tenetown.
o
a car on US.68 inmt
drove the bike
Case said the y
the path of a car.
from a blind alle
No charges were filed.
State police said James Everett
Powers, 36, of Shively and Glen Ray
Allender, 15, of Mount Washington,
were killed in a two-car crash Sunday
night on Kentucky 1061.
The accident occurred six miles south
of Campbellsville in Taylor County.
A single-car crash Sunday on Sawmill
Road in Jackson County claimed the
life of a 21-year-old Annville man.
Police identified the victim was Cecil
Ray Thither.
Earlier Sunday, officers said Phillip
McKenzie, 22, of Farmers died after he

was struck by a car while walking on
U.S.60 about two miles east of Salt Lick
in Bath County.
In other weekend accidents, Steven
Cook, 18, of Louisville died in a singlecar accident early Saturday on Easum
Road in Jefferson County, police said.
And 4-year-old Debra Roach of Fordsville was trilled Saturday when she was
struck by a car on Ratliff Street in the
Ohio County community.
The normal national highway death
toll for a three-day, non-holiday
weekend at this time of the year is 493,
council statisticians said.
Last year, 508 people were killed during the three-day Memorial Day
weekend. The worst three-day
Memorial Day observance was in 1969,
when 597 people were killed in traffic.
The worst year on record was 1968,
when 629 persons were killed during a
four-day Memorial Day observance.

Further Delay On Return
Of U.S. Hostages Seen
By The Associated Press
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky of Austria
said on returning from Tehran today
that new sanctions against Iran would
further delay the release of the 53
American hostages, now in their 206th
day of captivity. A fresh attempt to get
U.N. sanctions is being considered by
the Carter administration.
"If there are new pressures, this
could create new problems," Kreisky
told an Austrian radio interviewer who
spoke to him at the airport in Athens,
Greece, where he arrived on a state
visit prior to returning home.
Kreisky said the hostage crisis was
"Just one of many, many questions we
discussed" with Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, and that a solution to the problem must be found in a
"calm atmoshere."
Kreisky said he had the impression
that the Iranian government was in-

terested in an end to the hostage dilemma but ''I cannot give you a date."
In an interview with the Washington
Post at the Kubbeh Palace in Cairo, the
deposed shah, Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, was quoted as saying he
regretted following "a policy of surrender" and not using military force
against Islamic militants who toppled
him 16 months ago.
"The mistake was not to establish
law and order," he was quoted as saying. "It was not a question of spilling
blood or not. Either you have law that
any government must enforce or you
don't."
Kreisky, former Prime Minister Olof
Palme of Sweden and Spain's Socialist
Party chief, Felipe- Gonzales representing the Socialist International
-spent Sunday and Monday in Tehran
meeting with Bani-Sadr, Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh and Iran's
ruling Revolutionary Council.

City-County
Parks Pools
Open Today
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
pool complex opened for the season at
noon today, according to pool manager
Gordon Carnes.
Delays in repair of the large pool's
guttering system had postponed the
complex's anticipated opening date of
last Saturday, parks director Gary
Hohrnan said. Favorable weather conditions enabled the contractor to finish
the repair work.
Pool hours are noon to 8 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday. Season pool passes are still on sale
at the parks office, 10th and Payne
Streets, at a reduced rate. Single passes
are $30 and family passes are $60 if purchased prior to Monday, June 2. After
that date, prices go up to $45 for single
passes and $75 for family passes.

Young Actors
Guild Elects
New Officers
The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's Young Actors Guild
YAG) has elected Lewis Bossing as
board representative-production chairman for 1980-81.
Other officers elected were Tiffany
Taylor, secretary-treasurer; Kellie
Overbey, publicity chairman; and Kate
Shepard,social chairman.
YAG,an organization which supports
and promotes all Community Theatre
activities as well as its own, is open to
anyone of high school age interested in
theatre.
YAG was recently involved in a
clean-up project at the old L & N depot
in the new Murray-Calloway County
Park. The clean-up will prepare the
depot for upcoming Community
Theatre productions this summer.
The auditions for the three summer
productions,"The Wizard of 02,""The
Man Who Came To Dinner" and "The
Boyfriend," will be held May 27 and 28
at the Calloway County Public Library.
The auditions will be held in two sessions both days with a half-hour break
in between, 4:30-6:30 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.
Scripts are available at the library.
Regularly scheduled YAG meetings,
beginning June 2, will be every Monday
at 5 p.m. at the depot unless otherwise
announced. Those wishing more information may call the Community
Theatre at 759-1752.

Precinct No. 2 at Qty Hall, said that 72
people had voted out of the 799
registered in that precinct by 10:45
a.m.. "We expected the balloting to be
light," Andrus said. "However, it is going better than we anticipated."
Elsewhere in Murray, poll worker
Kathryn Walker in Precinct No. 7
voting at Robertson Elementary
School, said 50 persons had voted there
by 10:45 a.m. By 11 a.m., 36 voters had
cast ballots in Precinct No. 4 at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, according to poll
worker Peggy Billington.
Elsewhere in the state, balloting was
extremely light in some sections today
as voters picked their favorites in the
Democratic and Republican presidential primaries and nominated candid.ates for the U.S. Senate and the
state's seven US. representatives'
seats and candidates for non-partisan
judicial offices.
Supporters of one presidential
hopeful, Illinois Congressman John
Anderson, failed in their bid to have his
name added to the November ballot as
an independent candidate.
Anderson had tried unsuccessfully
earlier to drop off the GOP ballot in the
primary because, under state law, a
candidate who loses in the primary cannot run for the same office in the fall as
an independent.
"I would like to commend you for
your effort," executive Board of Elections director Brady Miracle told
Christie Sharp, one of Anderson's Jefferson County coordinators, who appeared with more than 8,500 signatures
on petitions today.
"However, the closing date for in-

Authorities Still Look
For Second Boat
Involved In Accident
PARIS LANDING, Tenn. (AP) Authorities still are looking for a second
boat involved in a hit-and-run accident
on Kentucky Lake in which a man died.
Donald Rich, 31, of Big Sandy, Term.,
was killed Sunday night. Henry County
Sheriff Richard Bomar said Rich, his
brother, Michael Rich; Richard Wells
and Barbara Evans were pleasure
boating when the second boat "turned
into them and hit them from the rear. It
hit and ran into open water."
Bomar said Monday investigators
have not determined whether the incident was accidental or intentional.
Services were to be held today for
Rich, a boiler maker for the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

1980 Graduates Awarded
Quaker Oats Scholarships
Nancy A. Kiesow, a 1980 graduate of
Murray High School, and Denise R.
Rutherford, a 1980 graduate of
Calloway County High School, have
been awarded four-year Quaker Oats
Foundation scholarships.
Miss Kiesow is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul F. Kiesow. Kiesow is the
plant manager of Fisher-Price's Murray facility. She plans to study at Case
Western Reserve in Cleveland, Ohio.

Denise Rutherford

Contains Less Ash Than Recent Eruptions

Volcano Spouts Steam 17,000 Feet High
By BRUCE BAR7'LEY
Associated Press Writer
VANCOUVER, Wash.(API - Mount
St. Helens was spouting steam today as
high as 17,000 feet, but apparently the
plume had little of the ash that coated
much of Washington in recent eruptions, officials said.
It was uncertain whether the drizzly
weather would allow helicopter pilots to
resume a search today for 78 people
still rnissing since the volcano erupted
violently on May 18. The death toll stood
at 21, according to the U.S. Forest Service.
A Forest Service observation plane
confirmed the steam was still spewing
today, said Ed Winge, a Federal
Emergency Managment Agency
apokenitan
"There's been steady venting of
steam with plumes from 9,000 to 17,000
feet," Winge said.
The University of Washington

geophysics department said there were
no significant earthquakes and no harmonic tremors on the mountain overnight.
Previously, earthquakes were
recorded which scientists warned could
mean new eruptions.
Five persons who had been missing
since Saturday - when they were last
seen 10 miles from the peak - were
found Monday near Tradedollar Lake,
said a spokesman for the Skamania
County sheriff's office. Dewitt) their
proximity to the Sunday ash eruption
that blackened skies In western Oregon
and Washington, the hikers were
unhurt, the spokesman said.
The group included photographer Otto Sieber of Seattle, who had hiked to
the summit of the mountain in early
April to film the crater.
Except for an ash and steam eruption
to a height of 12,500 feet, the mountain
was quiet Monday. But scientists warned that small earthquakes under the

volcano Monday suggest molten rock
may be rising again.
"Before the Sunday eruption, the earthquakes were registering as deep as 20
within the
kilometers (12.4 miles
volcano, said Don Finley of the U.S
Geological Survey. "Now they register
seven kilometers (4.3 miles). That
possibly could be an indication that
magma could be moving up."
The May 18 explosion flattened
thousands of acres of timber, clogged
three rivers with mud, blasted at least
1,300 feet from the top of the volcano,
sent a disabling cloud of ash east across
the nation and forced the evacuation of
thousands of persons
The Federal Emergency Management Agency said it would reopen today
a Kelso, Wash., disaster relief center
closed during Sunday's ash fall.
In the northern Idaho and eastern
Washington areas hit hardest by the
&millet],five school districts have closed
for the school year, rather than risk the

health of more than 7,000 students.
Mary Adams, superintendent of the
Othello, Wash., school district said,
"We don't think it's worth the risk," to
hold the 14 remaining days of classes.
At a press briefing Monday,
geologists said the danger of a flood
from an earthen dam holding back
what is left of Spirit Lake appears to be
almost negligible.
"The debris avalanche now looks
very stable. There doesn't seem to be
any danger of Its slumping down the
Toutle River or being shaken away,"
said geologist Tim Halt.
Of the bodies removed from near the
stricken mountain, autopsies have
shown at least six died from suffocation, not burns. Dr. John Eisele, the
King County medical examiner, said
the autoposies performed Sunday indicated the victims might have either
Inhaled choking dust from the eruption
or been smothered under it

dependent petitions was April 2 and we
have to recognize that, so we will not
accept them."
Joe Graves of Lexington, a former
legislator and one of the Fayette County
coordinators, said afterwards the
Anderson camp plans to go to a federal
court again to try to get the congressman on the November ballot as an
independent.
A spot check of voting in six major
Ashland precincts showed the turnout
was very light.
The most who had voted in any one
place was 15. At one polling place, only
one person had voted.
In Franklin, two persons had cast
ballots in 30 minutes.
Balloting in Pulaski County was
described as "light to very light."
Graves County officials also reported
alight showing.
Democratic Congressman Carroll
Hubbard, seeking renomination in the
1st District, showed up at the polls at
9:10 a.m. in Mayfield and was the 22nd
person to vote. The precinct has 391
registered voters.
In Bowling Green, a precinct worker
said the voting was the "lightest I've
seen in 20 years."
Jefferson County election commissioner James Steinfeld predicted a light
turnout.
"If we get better than 25 to 35 percent
at the polls today, it will be a miracle,"
he said.
Steinfeld said the cost of the
primaries, spread over such a low turnout, would be about $3 a vote.
Republican presidential aspirant
George Bush was on the sidelines as
balloting began in Kentucky.
Bush's name will remain on the
Republican ballot, but his decision to
withdraw from the race assures Ronald
Reagan the presidential nomination
and renders virtually meaningless Kentucky's Republican presidential
primary.
However, any delegates Bush might
win in Kentucky would be bound to vote
for him on the first ballot of the
Republican National Convention in
Detroit.
Bush was the only major presidential
candidate to campaign in Kentucky.
However, less than a day after his appearance, unofficial delegate tabulations gave Reagan enough votes to win
the nomination and sent Bush home to
Houston to reconsider his candidacy.
He announced Monday that he was
withdrawing from the race.
See POLLS,
Page 10, Column 7

Nancy Kiesow

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
J. Rutherford, Miss Rutherford will
study chemistry and physics at Murray
State University. Her father is
maintenance group leader at FisherPrice in Murray.
The women were awarded the
scholarships based on their performance on the National Merit Scholarship examination. The annual comdetition is open to all children of Quaker
employees.

Morgan Guaranty Trust
Cuts Rate To 14 Percent
NEW YORK (AP) - Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., the nation's fifthlargest commercial bank, cut its prime
lending rate two percentage points to 14
percent today.
The new rate undercuts the 144 percent rate that spread through most of
the banking industry last Friday and
pushes the mime to its lowest level
since last October.
No. 9 First National Bank of Chicago
quickly followed Morgan Guaranty to
14 percent.
The prime - the rate barika charge

on loans to their most creditworthy corporate customers - has fallen quickly
In recent days amid further signs of a
slowing economy and continued
declines in open-market interest rates.
The prime peaked on April 2 at 20 percent before starting to decline. Analysts
say a drop in business loan demand has
added to the pressures far banks to cut
their prime rates.
The last time the prime was as law as
14 percent was Oct. 8, one day before
the rate jumped from 1354 percent to
144 percent.
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MAY FEST EXHIBITOR — Glenda Wilson of Murray exhibits woodwork during the
recent University of Tennessee at Martin Mayfest Arts and Crafts Show. More than 50
area artists and craftsmen participated in the fourth annual show. She resides at 1 514
Canterbury Drive, MUITaV.

HEALTH
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Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
been to three eye doctors and
they have all told me that I
don't have glaucoma but they
do say I have a slow-growing
cataract. 1 would like to know
why my left eye keeps watering If I don't have glaucoma,
what could cause this?
DEAR READER — A cataract involves changes in the
lens of the eye. Almost everyone will develop some
changes if they live long
enough. As long as the
changes don't involve the
,reas of the lens needed to
transmit light and enable
vision. they're not a big problem. In these instances, the
problem is often called an
immature cataract.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 13-6.
Your Cataracts are Coming,
to give you more detailed
information on these changes.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station. New York,
NY 10019.
Now cataracts should not
have anything to do with the
tearing of the eye. All of us
form natural secretions
around the eyes that keep the
surface of the eyes moist.
Without it our eyes would be
dry and easily infected. The
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watery secretions that are
formed are simply tears.
Normally, the excess fluid
drains through a small duct at
the inner corner of the eye
directly into the nose Here
this watery secretion usually
is absorbed or slides down the
back of the throat unnoticed.
If the tear duct becomes
blocked for any reason, such
as Lam swelling, then the
excess tears can't drain into
the nose. They flow down over
the face or cause watering of
the eyes as you and many
other people describe it.
You see a variation of this
problem when a person is
crying. Crying produces more
tears than can possibly flow
through the tiny tear duct and,
as a result, tears flow over the
face.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I hope
you don't think I'm crazy. I'm
an 18-year-old male and since
I was 12 or 13 I've had puffiness under my eyes. It hasn't
changed since. It's caused two

HOWARD BOY
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Howard
of Henderson are the parents
of a baby boy, Jordan Darrell,
weighing seven pounds, born
on Friday, May 2, at a hospital
there.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Howard of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Hout
of Henderson. Great grandmothers include Mrs. S. V.
Foy of Murray and Mrs. Alyne
Howard of Mayfield.
NELSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nelson,
1109 Elm Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Patricia Gail, weighing seven
pounds six ounces, measuring
20 inches, born on Saturday,
May 24, at 5:07 a.m, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
The mother, the former
Shelly Ragan,is on leave from
the office of M. Ronald
Christopher, attorney at law.
The father is employed with
Quality Industrial.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Duncan of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ragan of San Mateo, Cal.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Hettie Charlton of Murray and
Mr.and Mrs. Russell Ragan of
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Christian Women's
Fellowship Plans
Meeting Thursday
The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will have its installation of new officers for
1980-81 on Thursday, May 29,
at 7 p.m. in the church library.
New general CWF officers
for the new year are Blanche
Titsworth, chairman; L,eah
Hart, vice chairman; Betty
Gore, secretary; Jean Fleming, treasurer; Shirley Boone
and Corinne McNutt, service
co-chairmen; Chichi Stinnett,
membership chairman.

lines under my eyes 'they're
like a groove and make me
look like 1 have bags under
my eyes I've heard that this
can be caused by a gland
problem What can I do to get
rid of these lines'
DEAR READER — Often
men are reluctant to ask
about things that affect their
appearance, but there isn't
any reason why a man
shouldn't want to look his
best. There are many factors
which can cause swelling
under the eyes. It can be fluid
which accumulates in certain
medical conditions. But if
you're healthy, that's unlikely
The most likely cause for
long-term, persistent swelling
is an enlarged fat pad underneath the lower eyelid. We all
have a little fat pad there. It's
more prominent in some people than in others. It gets larger when people gain weight
and particularly as people get
older. The only way to get rid
of that fat pad is surgical
removal. You might want to
see a surgeon who does
cosmetic surgery and see
what he can do for you. The
removal of such a fat pad is
really a fairly simple procedure.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Dad May Not Be Legal,
But He Has Rights
DEAR ABBY: Your letter to MESSED UP AT 16 failed to
take into account the rights guaranteed to the father of an
illegitimate child by the U.S. Supreme Court as decided in
the, Douglas case. It is generally held by those dealing in
adoption matters that the father of an illegitimate child be
given notice and the right to be heard as to his position
concerning the placement of the child.
The courts have generally held that if the natural mother
does not want to keep the baby, the rights of the father are
superior to those of any adoptive agency or relative of the
natural mother.
It would therefore appear that if the father of the
illegitimate child wishes to take custody of said child and
the natural mother wants to give up said child, the father
would be granted custody of the child.
Usually you consult knowled0eable people concerning
medical and legal matters, but evidently you slipped up this
time.
ROBERT L. SPEETER, MINNEAPOLIS ATTORNEY

DEAR ABBY: I have never hit a woman in my life, but I
mighty close to it a couple of times in the last few
months.
My wife uses my razor to shave her legs, and she leaves
the used blade in the razor. This gets me hopping mad and
she knows it, but she does it anyway.
Don't tell me to buy her a razor exactly like mine because
I've done that, but she uses mine anyway. I have also given
her an electric shaver designed especially for ladies, but it's
still in the original box. Any suggestions before I belt her
One?
FIGHTING MAD
have come

DEAR ABBY, The item from WANTS TO HELP regarding her young friend with crossed eyes prompts this
letter. If it's a matter of finances, perhaps we can help.
Most Lions Clubs have sight conservation as their top
priority project. We have no young people in our city who
need glasses, eye surgery or transplants, or any blind who
need a Seeing Eye dog. We have taken care of all whose
needs have been called to our attention.
So if lack of money is keeping that 15-year-old from doing
something about her crossed eyes, please let her know that
her local hone Club may be able to help her.
R.E. MILLER, ANDERSON, IND.
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QUILTING
DEAR MR. MILLER: Thanks for reminding my
readers that even though it's a "Jungle" out there, in
nearly every city there is a Lions Club whose top
priority is sight conservation. And hooray for Anderson. Indiana!

I

Carla Taylor Hostess For
Poplar Spring BYW Meet

DEAR MR. SPEETER: You're right. I plead guilty
as charged. But who besides a lawyer would question
the right of an unmarried woman who had been
"done wrong" by a married man to deny said man
custody of her illegitimate child?
However, I since have learned that frequently
when an unmarried mother learns that the father's
rights to custody of her child are superior to those of
any adoptive agency or relative of the natural
mother,she exercises her right and "keeps" the child
— but her mother or some other relative raises it. Too
had, because in many cases the father could have
provided a far better home.

DEAR MAD: Either take your razor to work with
you, or lock it up when you leave.

SPECIAL .,"")".., STFAIC'N
SWOP. or • sTurr
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Banal Sat,
taught fro
the Callor
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Dr. Visher Speaks At DAR Meet

Why is eye watering?
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FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, MO
change of plans make you
What kind of day will
nervous. You'll impress
tomorrow be' To find out what
others with your viewpoint by
the stars say, read the
critical.
forecast given for your birth being less
LIBRA
Sign
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
Before plunging into a
ARIES
venture,
financial
get
( Mar. 2110 Apr. 19
Morning hours the best for seasoned counsel. The unusual
and the unique appeal to you
business progress. Later, an
now
unexpected event could upset SCORPIO
your schedule, Talks in the i Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in/eV
p.m. may break down.
Attend to social obligations
TAURUS
PAPER FLOWERS — Students at the Calloway County Middle School prepare paper
before going off on your own.
lApr. 20 to May 201:
1 11
flowers for some of the patients at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The studenLearn to appreciate those who
Don't be surprised if a close are different than you but
ts were interviewing senior citizens as a social studies project and the flowers were a
ally does something unusual. reliable.
way of saying "thanks" to the senior citizens for the help they gave the class. Pictured,
Have respect for a loved one's SAGITTARIUS
left to right, are Pete O'Rouke, teacher, Jennifer Cochran, Nathan Pritchett, Mark
need for independent action.. ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )1
Williams, Allen McClard, Angie Houston, Maxie Puckett, Dewanna Harris, Sheila
GEMINI
The accent is on confidential
(May 21 to June 21:1)W dealings in business. ComAlexander, and Sheila McClure.
You'll make headway on the petitors will try to sound you
job, but an unexpected out. Peace and quiet lead tc
assignment or absenteeism
insights.
may necessitate a change 117 CAPRICORN
your personal plans.
Dr. Halene H. Visher Chapter of the Daughters of
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ld
treasurer;
Mrs.
Virgil
CANCER
Your social life picks up. presented the program on the American Revolution held
Grogan, registrar; Mrs. Mary
(June 21 to July 22) 410(fiC) News from a friend at a "Effect of Overpopulation on May 10 at 1:30 p.m. at the
Davis, recording secretary;
An unexpected romantic distance pleases you. Try not Environment" at the meeting home of Mrs. Corinne McNutt,
Mrs. Corinne McNutt, corinterest is possible, but don't
Wendell
Oury
the
Captain
of
1405 Main Street, Murray.
to let party plans interfere
responding secretary; Mrs.
inconvenience others who plan
with your work schedule.
The speaker presented
Clover Lockhart, historian;
to spend time with you. Nix on AQUARIUS
slides and charts to convey the
Mrs, Fransuelle Cole,
()1 Interest iii
secret meetings.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
subject she discussed.
librarian.
LEO
Important
career
New officers for the year
July 23 to Aug. 22)
developments. Favorable
1980-81 were installed as
Unexpected
company trends for those seeking
follows:
possible, and this could
business loans. A new venture
Miss Kim Davis, regent;
disrupt the household. Get
is right up your alley.
Mrs. Sally Livesay, first vice
CHARCOAL
important chores done early. PISCES
regent; Dr. Halene Visher, seElders are helpful.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(
cond vice regent; Mrs.
VIRGO
r
Out-of-town visitors may
Crossland,
Elizabeth
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
arrive unexpectedly. Put
Be adaptable. Don't let a some variety in
chaplain;
Nance,
Mrs.
Doris
your life.
Attend a cultural event that
The Murray Senior Citizens
piques your curiosity.
that meet at the Ellis Center
YOU BORN TODAY are will have a picnic at the new
both artistic and scientific. Murray-Calloway
County
You work well with others and
Park on Wednesday, May 28,
would make a good agent.
at 11 a.m.
More
inclined
to
the
Each one attending is asked
The Murray Business and
professions than business,
lunch, drink, and
Professional Women's Club
you'll have success in to bring a
not
will meet Thursday, May 29,
engineering, science, law, own silverware as this will
at 8:30 p.m. at the Holiday
teaching and writing. You are be a potluck style meal. Each
multi-talented, but need a one is asked to bring a lawn
Inn,
sense of responsibility to do chair if possible.
Mary Kate Apperson from
In case of rain the event will
your best. You have executive
the Mayfield Business and
ability but at times can be be held at the Ellis Center,
Professional Women's Club
lazy.
will present a program on the
"B&PW Emblem."
We Thur.
The incoming officers for
1980-81 will be installed.

SOk

ceases moon
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Schedule Of Community Events Listed

Paper
iudensere A
tUred

Mark
Sheila

Virgil
Ars. Mary
secretary;
gutt, corTY; Mrs.
historian;
e Cole,

Taesday, May 2'7
Tuesday,May 21
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Murray Lions Club will
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m. meet at 8145 pin, at the Colat the home of Clara Jean onial House Smorgasbord
Paschall.
Note the change of time.
----Standard First Aid and Personal Safety Classes will be
Meeting of the Tau Phi
taught from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at
Lambda Sorority of the
the Calloway Public Library. Woodmen
of the World has
For information call the Red been changed
to June 3.
Cross office,753-1421.

Wedaaiday,May 11
Murray Sagar Citizens who
meet at this Center will have
a picnic at 11 am. at the new
Murray-Calloway County
Park. Each is to bring lunch,
drink, own silverware, and
lawn chair. This is not a
potluck meal. In case of rain
the event will be at the Ellis
Center,

Calloway County High
Auditions for the Summer
School Graduation will be at 8 Playhouse the Park season
in
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
will be held from 4:30 to 6p.m.
Calloway
Special program
by and 7 to 9 p.m. at the
members of the Seventh and Public Library.
Poplar Church of Christ will
Today is Primary Election
be presented for the Senior
Day. Exercise Your Privilege
Citizens at the Ellis Center at 7
To Vote.
p.m. Senior Citizens needing
Men's Church Sofftball
transportation may call 753League will start play at 6
0929 by 11:30 a.m. on today.
p.m. at the City-County Park.
Board meeting of the Christian Women's Fellowship will
Wednesday,May 28
be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Ladies day events at Murlibrary of the First Christian
ray Country Club will include
Church.
luncheon at noon with Alice
Purdom as chairman, and golf
Murray TOPS (take oft
and tennis at 9:30 a.m.
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Ladies day events at the
Center, North Seventh and
Oaks Country Club will be at
Olive Streets.
9:30 a.m. with Mabel Rogers
Bible Journaling group will as golf hostess and Ruth
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of Caldwell as bridge hostess.
Rebecca Dublin.
Standard First Aid and PerSingles Class of the Seventh sonal Safety Classes will be
and Poplar Church of Christ taught at the Calloway Public
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Library from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
church building.
Call 753-1421 for information.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 to 2
p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Annette Lale to give lesson on
Beaded Flower Baskets.
Lunch will be served at 11.45
a.m.

Former Murrayan-

Patsy Grogan Is
Honored, Sorority
Patsy M. Grogan of Year" for her contributions to
HopkinsvWe, daughter of Mr. the community.
and Mrs. KyNois McClure of
Beta Sigma Phi is
Murray Route 8, was honored celebrating its 50th anniverat the Founder's Day Celebra- sary this year. Hopkinsville
tion of Beta Sigma Phi of Major Al C. Rutland, Jr., has
Hopkinsville held at Circle W proclaimed this year Beta
there.
Sigma Phi Year.
Mrs. Grogan was named the
Director of Public Relations
sorority's "Woman of the at Jennie Stuart Hospital, Ms.
Grogan is a Calloway County
native and attended school at
Murray High School, Murray
State University, and
Hopkinsville Community College.
She is a member of the
Mrs. Virginia Henry of 821 American Society for Hospital
She-Wa Circle, Murray was Public Relations, Kentucky
hostess for the May 13th Society for Hospital Public
meeting of the Maryleona Relations, Kentucky Hospital
Frost Circle of the First Association and Kentucky ColUnited Methodist Church lege of allied Health Professions.
Women.
Her volunteer work in the
"The Resurgence of Extremism" was the subject of community includes work
the program presented by with the United Way, Rotary
Radio Auction, Junior AuxMrs. Jane Baker,
Mrs. Kathryn Walker iliary, Chamber of Compresided and opened the merce, Department of Human
meeting with prayer. She gave Resources, Heart Fund Drive,
reports from the general Cancer Drive and Chamber of
meeting which included plans Commerce Membership
for welcoming Barbara Drive.
She has a son, Rodney Lynn
Scholar and Jim Stubbs to the
Grogan, who is a student at
staff.
The financial report was Hopkinsville High School. Her
hobbles include cooking, bike
given by Marie Crisp.
Refreshments were served riding, swimming, water skiing, talking and meeting peoby Mrs. Henry.
ple and helping others bowl.
Mrs. Grogan was honored at
an appreciation tea on
Wednesday,April 30,from 2 to
4 p.m. in the conference room
of the Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville. She has been
U.S. consumers spend only
employed at JSH for four
a third as much ($5.1 bi ion)
years. The event was hosted
on foreign travel as they
by the girls of Beta Delta
do on religious and welfare
activities ($15.4 billion).
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.

Auditions for 'Summer
Playhouse in the Park will be
held from 1:30 to 8 p.m. and 7
to 9 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Children's Choirs of First
United Methodist Church will
have an outing at the Stahler
Farm at 4 p.m.
Annual cleanup day will
itart today for the residents of
Hazel.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will serve lunch at 12
noon at the Douglas Center.
Thursday, May 29
Meeting to establish
emergency shelters for victims of Spouse Abuse will be
held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For
information call Marsha Cain,
coordinator for the UCM
Volunteer Service,753-3531 or
767-6105.

'Thursday, May26
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety Classes will be
taught at the Calloway Public
Library from 5,30 to 8 p.m
For information call the Red
Cross office,753-1421

June Wedding Is
Planned, Kuttawa
r

Murray Business and Professional Women's Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn with Mary Kate Apperson of Mayfield as guest
speaker.
General meeting and installation of new officers of the
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will be held at 7
p.m. in the church library.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
will be open from Ito 3 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens. Monthly cleanup will
be at 10:30 a.m., lunch at 12
noon, and card games, scrabble and other games from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Second day of annual
cleanup campaign will be held
for the residents of Hazel.

Miss Susan Jill Dycus
and Kenneth Dale Asher
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Dycus of Kuttawa announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of thei daughter,
Susan Jill, to Kenneth Dale Asher, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Asher of Princeton.
Miss Dycus, a 1977 graduate of Lyon County High School,
received her associate degree in nursing at Paducah Community College this year.
Mr. Asher is a 1975 graduate of Caldwell County High
School and is owner-operator of Burger Queen in Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 14, at 7
p.m. at the Kuttawa United Methodist Church, Kuttawa. A
reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Luncheon Meeting-

Held At Lindsey
Home By Chapter
Members of Chapter M.
P.E.O. Sisterhood, met on
Saturday, May 17, following a
luncheon in the home of Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., for which
Mrs. James Parker was the
assisting hostess. Small tables
laid with white luncheon
cloths embroidered in blue
were centered with azalea
blossoms, and set with Royal
Doulton china in patterns of
delicate blue
Mrs. A. C. La Follette
presided over the business
meeting with devotions led by
Mrs. Howard Titsworth
reading from the thirteenth
chapter of first Corinthians.
Reports were given of the
twenty-fourth annual convention of Kentucky State
Chapter held May 11 through
May 13 at the Hyatt-Regency
Hotel in Lexington. Mrs.
LaFollette and Miss Ann Herron were delegates from
Chapter M. Others from Murray attending were Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, a past state
president and now president of
the Past Presidents Circle,
and Mrs. Olga Freeman, who
has been serving as State
Recording Secretary, and has
just been installed as State
Treasurer of P.E.O.
Special guests speaking at
the Convention were Dr.
Evelyn Milam, president of
Cottey College, Nevada,

Missouri, and Mrs. Eleanor
Hinton, Chairman of the
Educational Fund of the International Chapter of the
Sisterhood, whose home Is in
Massachusetts
A poster for the Educational
Loan Fund made by Mrs
Helen Beal of Chapter M, was
prominently displayed during
the meetings. The Convention
next year will be at the Hilton
Hotel in Lexington, when
members of Chapter K will be
hostesses.
Members present at the
May 17th meeting other than
those previously named were
Mesdames Wm. Major, Paul
W. Sturm, John C. Quertermous, H. L. Oakley, George
Hart, Harlan Hodges, L.J.
Hortin, N. T. Beal, Maurice
Christopher, and Mrs. Edward Nunnelee of Mayfield,
and Dr. Joan Maupin.
The next meeting of Chapter
M will be on June 14 in the
home of Mrs. Christopher.
STEAh1ER LOCKS
Make a steamer out of
almost any pot or saucepan to
lock in vegetable flavor and
nutrients. Steamer baskets expand to fit different sizes of
pans. Simmering water under
vegetables in a basket cooks
them to a crispy, tender stage
while still loaded with
vitamins.

For The Discriminating Bride...
Professional II.edding Photography
•
At Affordable Prices

Virginia Henry Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle

FERN TERRACE LODGE
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A good home away from home is hard to find
nowdays! Ever heard that remark? Maybe you aren't
looking in the right places. Have you ever noticed
"Fern Terrace lodge on Stadium View Drive? Fern
Terrace has everything you have been looking for, a
borne of distinction for the senior citizens.
(1) Maid R, Aide Stirvic• 7 days a week. 24 hours o day
(2) Private rooms with refrigerators and dinette available.
(3) Nourishing meals served family style in th• dining
MOT.
(4) Gam* room with pool tabl• and
color 7.V.
(3) Physician on call 21 hours a day.
(6) Individual medication dosage set up by a registered
pharmacist.
(7) Visiting hours open for the convenience of family and
friends.
(8) Planned activities and •ntortainrnent
(9) A lovely chapel for private meditation.
(10) Religious services for all denominations.
A personal care home is no more than a leading
unless it has a philosophy, a guiding principal and a
spirit of dedication that motivates its management
as well as its personnel "Fern Terrace believes in
the care, comfort and dignity of each resident
before all else."
For information about Fern Terrace call Mrs. Tapp,
adm. or Mrs. West, asst. adm. at 753-7109 or come
visit us at any time. Office open 7 days a week.
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Food Stamps:
The Sacred Cow
In spite of the crisis atmosdhere on Capitol Hill, no one
really expected that the food
stamp program would be allowed to collapse in June for
lack of money. A program that
benefits 20 million people —
almost one out of 10 Americans
— is too much of a sacred cow
for Congress to let that happen.
But the mid-term financial
crisis, now being resolved, has
demonstrated how easily this
bloated creature can munch
through bales of dollars. The
food stamp program was supposed to get by with $6.2 billion
this fiscal year. After the emergency trip to the feedlot now
being authorized, it will cost
$9.2 billion. The bill next year is
expected to top $10 billion.
A program designed to help
needy families keep food on the
table is going to cost more each
year as long as inflation keeps
driving up the price of food. But
it is not food prices that are
making food stamps the most
costly of welfare programs. It is
the refusal of a succession of
Congresses to admit that the
federal government is committed to a subsidy of grocery bills
based on a reckless concept of

Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

'need.'
About 500,000 persons were
stamps during
receiving
its early years in the 1960s.
They were individuals and families whose low income qualified
them to call at Department of
Agriculture warehouses to
receive allotments of surplus
food. Food stamps were adopted as a more efficient way to

ka

provide this kind of assistance
in the interest of adequate nutrition for the poor.
Forty times as many people
are now cashing in food stamps
at grocery stores, as though the
nation had fallen into catastrophic poverty in the last 15
years. It hasn't. What has happened is that periodic efforts to
scale back the over-broad definitions of eligibility for the program got nowhere in Congress.
Nor did anything happen on
May 8, when the House of Representatives voted down one
amendment after another that
would have curtailed the program. The House voted for the
emergency funding on more or
less the same terms under
which the program has operated in the past. That's how it is
with sacred cows.

Congrenional
Record

Garrott's Galley

Coach Jim Moore's Big Battle
Back After A Massive Stroke
T. Sledd has shared a letter with me
that he received from Jim Moore. Many
of you will remember Coach Moore. He
was one of the most handsome and most
popular coaches ever at Murray State,
coaching the varsity line in football in
the late 19308 and early '40s.
Coach Moore was director of health,
physical education, recreation,
athletics, safety education and a host of
other areas at Southern Connecticut
University at North Haven when he
retired in the summer of 1977.
Ten days after he had been pronounced physically fit following a complete
physical examination; he suffered a
massive stroke and almost died. He had
been retired only five days.
"Of course, I didn't know what hit
me," he vrrote T.,"but I came to realize
what had happened and it glade me

Gasoline Rationing
'Fee'Proposed
SENATOR Jeff. JOHNSTON (L.)
...Today, I am introducing legislatios.
which I believe can make an essential
contribution to the emergency
preparedness of the United States. The
Emergency Motor Fuel Demand Rationing Act of 1888 would provide the
President with the authority, subject to
specific statutory conditions and appropriate congressional review, to act
on an expedited basis to Impose a fee on
each gallon of motor fuel sold to reduce
domestic motor fuel demand during a
severe energy supply emergency.
This authority provides an alternative to a system of coupon rationing
for motor fuel. Most importantly, it is
an alternative that is workable,
whereas I fear that coupon rationing is
not...
"Congress has repeatedly urged the
administration to submit a standby
coupon rationing plan to Congress for
approval. I expect such a plan to be submitted within the next few weeks, and I
expect it to be approved.
The level of the fee would be set by
the President to restrain motor fuel demand to the extent required by the
domestic shortage of motor fuel
resulting from the supply interruption,
capture windfall gains resulting from
motor fuel price increases caused by
the supply emergency; maintain orderly commerce in motor fuel; and
moderate the effect of U.S. consumption of motor fuel on the world market
prices for petroleum...
-The proceeds of the fee would be fully rebated to each motor fuel user in
direct proportion to the number of
coupons that the user would receive
under the motor fuel coupon rationing
plan required by existing law.
"The rebate could be made through
the mail(in the same way ration checks
redeemable for ration coupons will be
distributed under the coupon rationing
plan ).
-The rebate payments to which end
users of motor fuel are entitled are to be
delivered through existing systems.
These include abort-term reduced income tax withholding by employers,
reduced estimated tax payments by
self-employed persons, increased
Miirray Ledger & Times
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benefits under social security and
veterans programs, perhaps increases
In aid for dependent children and fooa
stamp allowances..."
+++
CRUP.IP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
If details of The Emergency Motor
Fuel Demand Rationing Act of 1980, appear to be complicated, they are. Space
prevents the full details of the proposed
legislation. For a copy of the Bill S.2570,
we refer you to Senator Johnston's office, Room 421, Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C.,20510.
Tax is a dirty word, Fee sounds better.
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The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Oseri1010818
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Topping off the year's triumphant procession of progress was
Calloway County Day parade, OA. 13, 1958, including a pet show,
children costume parade, beauty queen with entrants from each of
the county high schools, new car displays, tractor show, display of
products manufactured in Calloway County, booths, horse and mule
pulls and nightcapped with a square dance. The oxen team pulling
the beauty queens was the last yoke show on court square.
Blueprints for a proposed Clark's River watershed for east and
west forks of the river glistened distortingly in reflection for the
conservation of water, soil erosion control, sediment damage, and
control of down-stream floods in this bountiful year of 1958. Of
the four listed benefits, only one was acceptable justification in
Calloway County to the writers—flood control. Although the early
impressions are somewhat dim at this late date, it was assumed the
performance would include numerous small farm dams, which may
be an acceptable justification. Revenue sources included taxing of
those lands in the headwaters least benefited. That was publicly
rejected by the authors of this book. The reversion to private
ownership of lands paid for by the taxing authority was seriously
questioned. Assumption of the cost of maintenance for the program
by local taxpayers instead of the federal government in its national
flood control efforts was incompatible with fair tax distribution.
Once again it was a single and lonely opposition by the writers,
but history sustained the validity of the objections as will be narrated later.
How country newspaper editors stand in opposition to so mans'
publicly acclaimed projects and survive remains a weird mysten
other than the admiration for a loyal opposition. Add one more to
the list: Proposal to build a maximum security federal prison on
000 to 1,200 acres of east Calloway farmlands near Kentucky Lake.
Again the ring of the cash register related to the good establishment
as the Chamber of Commerce gave the project whole-hearted
support. Once thoroughly editorialized, other opponents surf:wed in
Calloway. The county site was pigeon-holed with a southern Illinois
town chosen, perhaps chamberized 'successfully. Subsequent experiences prevailing in the Illinois county richly rewards the early
opposition to the big jail house here.
To Be Continued

tucking them against our left shoulders
and guarding them with our right
gloves.
+++
The fellow closest to my weight class
and the one with whom I had to go a
round or two every day was Pee Wee
Hook,a muscular little fellow from McCracken County whose right hand was
like the kick of a mule. Pee Wee weighed 126 pounds, and he would knock me
around that ring from two to six
minutes almost every day virtually at
wilL
Many is the time I've gone to supper
In the Wells Hall dining room with my
jaws so sore from Pee Wee's blows that
I could hardly chew my food.
Not being particularly suited for
physical contact sports and because of
my "gentle nature," I lasted only one
season in Coach Moore's stable of boxers, and the next year they went on to
an undefeated season, beating teams
from Tennessee, Mississippi State,
Southern Illinois, Cumberland College
and Xavier of Cincinnati, the Buckeye
Conference champion.
In addition to Pee Wee, others on that
team included Bob Fiser, Steve Levandoski, Pee Wee Nanney of Fulton, Bob
Paschall and Lou Walters.
I couldn't help but think of Pee Wee
Hook's left hooks and right uppercuts
as T. shared Coach Moore's letter with
me. It's not surprising that he is putting
up such a battle after that storke. He
always admired a game fighter, and
was generous in his praise when you put
out for him.
If any one would like to drop him a
note or send him a card, his address is
James W. Moore, 15 Davis Road, North
Haven, Connecticut 06473. He'd like
that.

+++
How well I remember Coach Moore
here at Murray, although I am sure he
couldn't pick me out of a police lineup. I
had a gym class or two under him and
fought a few bouts as one of his earliest
boxers. That happened strictly by
chance, believe me.
It just so happened that I was in his
boxing class when he suddenly decided
to pull together a team and get into collegiate boxing. Since I was the only
fellow in the class at my weight — 112
pounds, or the bantamweight — I more
or less was drafted for that slot on the
team. If ever there was anything I
wanted to "Chicken out" of, that was it,
but I didn't.
That turned out to be work, hard
work! For three hours, Mondays
through Fridays, we worked out. We
ran, punched on a big heavy bag, danced around shadow boxing,skipped rope
and boxed two sjttree rounds with one
ows while Coach Moore
of the othe
watched th critical eyes.
We lea ed to keep the left foot
at our opponent, how to
always poin
jab with the left hand like a snake striking and how to protect our chins by

Letter To The Editor

By Ken Wolf
In an age of television and talk, we
can overlook the importance of the
written word. It is fitting to be reminded of the durability of the written
language by a writer/phllosopher, in
this case the German Oswald Spengler
11890-1936 :
Writing is the great symbol of
distance - not only of physical
distance, but also and above all of
duration, the future, the desire
for eternity. Speaking and listening take place in the here and
now, but the written word is a
means of speaking to men whom
one has never Beta or who have
not yet been born, a means
whereby a man's voice can still
be heard centuries after his
death. Writing is a necessary condition of historical endowment.
This passage comes from Spengler',
Decline of the West, published in 1912.

Tratitti

20 Years Ago

mad as h—, and I vowed to pun
through."
He next was in a couple of private
hospitals for a few months, but showed
little progress. In fact, he was told that
he would spend the rest of his days in a
wheelchair, and that it would be best
for him to be placed in a convalescent
home.
Determined not to give up as easily as
that, he entered the Veterans Administration in nearby West Haven.
+++
"They were wonderful to me," he
wrote. "As soon as they saw that I was
willing to work hard to get well, they
went all out for me." In four months, he
was taught again to talk, stand and
talk.
Today, Coach Moore walks with a
cane and wears a light, plastic brace on
the lower part of his right leg. Since his
right arm is still paralyzed, he has
learned to write with his left hand, and,
I might add, his penmanship is much
more legible than that of a lot of folks I
know half his age and in perfect health.
"All in all, I am doing well and consider myself very fortunate to have survived this thing," he wrote T. "It has
been the result of getting angry at the
bad break and being determined to
overcome it. The many prayers I said
didn't hurt,either.
"You've got to keep fighting and
praying every day. The Good Lord
works in mysterious ways, but if He
knows that you are determined to fight
it out,He will help you.
"Determination and strong will are
good seconds to have in your corner. All
this may sound strange coming from a
guy who is in the shape I'm in, but the
truth is: lam very lucky!"

Thoughts
In Season

10 Years Ago
In the May primary election
Calloway County residents rejected a
school tax which was to have been used
to upgrade present educational
facilities for the county school children
Including the construction of two new
elementary schools. Voters in the city
and county also returned Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield to his post in
Washington.
Pat McCuiston, third district senator
of Pembroke, formerly of Knitsey,,
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Club.
Imogene Riggins Pogue, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Riggins of Murray,
will receive her Master's degree on
June 8 from a college at Downer's
Grove, Ill., where she and her family
resides.
Russ Howard,son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
R. Howard of Murray, has been named
co-editor of the 1970-71 Shield yearbook
at Murray State University. Serving
with him will be Vicki Russell of
Mayfield.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Notes, May 23, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Mullins, May
23, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Lovett,
May 24, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Errol
Sanert, May 24, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Woody Irvin. May 25.

EDITORIAL

r---

Looking Back

Expressing Thanks
Dear Editor:
The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club wishes to express
our thanks for the publicity you have
given us this year. We appreciate all
your help and the prompt publication of
the news items. We salute you on your
service to our community.
Thank You,
Betty Lou Hill
Publicity Chairman

Bible Thought
For even the Son of man came
not to be inleistered unto, but to
minister and to give his life a ransom tor many. Mark 10:45.
Just when we think the whole
world should bow down to us, we
see Jesus as the perfect example for
life.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only thost
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by ar
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
was elected as president of the Western
Kentucky Fireman's Association at the
business session of the training school
held May 25 in Murray.
Harold Beaman of Murray was
elected as a national director of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce at the
state meeting held in Lexington.
Murray College High School will present its annual "Pop" Concert tonight
at the Murray State College
auditorium. This concert will feature
grades 1 through 8 and the high school
music students.
Van Barnett, former Murrayan, is
now a chemistry and physics instructor
at the Imperial Valley College, El Centro, Cal. He is the stepson of Mrs. Zelma
Barnett Brown of Murray.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerald Garrett.
Coldwater won over unbeaten Palma
at a baseball game played at Coldwater:

30 Years Ago
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Groisters
Association, said that two changes have
been made on the 1950 loan program for
dark tobacco, according to word from
the Commodity Credit Corporation.
Deaths reported include Mrs. E. C.
(Gussie) Jones.
Registration of the North-South Cage
Classic to be played here June 10 at the
Murray State College gym will begin
June 4 with Harlan Hodges, Fred
Faurot, and Carlisle Cutchin as
chairmen.
Judge Roy M. Shelbourne of
Louisville will speak at the banquet of
the Murray State College Alumni
Association to be held tonight in the
Wells Hall Dining Room,MSC.
Gasoline is listed as selling for 26
cents a gallon at the Four Brothers Service Station, Murray.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Port of New York" starring Scott
Brady.
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Funny World

By
SAM LEVENSON: Parents should
tell their children about sex when
they're old enough to understand and
before they're old enough to do what
they already did.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 27th, the 148th
day of 1980. There are 218 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1941,
after a 1,700-mile chase, the British _
navy sank the German battleship
"Bismarck," with a loss of 2,000 lives.
The Bismarck had sunk the British
warship"Hood"three days earlier.
On this date:
In 1918, Germany launched a major
offensive in World War I.
In 1938, the British luxury liner
"Queen Mary" began its maiden transAtlantic voyage.
In 1937, the Golden Gate bridge,spanning San Francisco bay, was opened.
In 1971, the Soviet Union signed a 15year pact with Egypt, pledging to help
recover all Arab territories occupied by
Israel.
Ten years ago, scientists dated a
highly-radioactive rock from the
Moon's "Ocean of Storms" back to the formation of the solar system, some 4.6
billion years ago.
Five years ago, the United States
agreed to end its aid program in Laos.
Last year, transportation officials
learned that a broken bolt contributed
to the nation's worst air crash, and
recommended that all DC-10s be inspected for the problem.
Today's birthdays: Golfer Sam Snead
Ls 68. Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger is 57. Actor Christoper Lee is
58.
Thought for today : The time to stop a
revolution is at the beginning, not the
end. — Acilai Stevenson (1900-18651
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From traditional to ultramodern, it's truly amazing
what a few feet of molding
can do to add depth and
richness to a room.
And. its easy to see why
the Aztra Minding Amen cana Cone(non is for all
American homes...beautifully prefinished moldings to
accent,decorate or complement any room design Iii
add meaning and vitality _to
set a mood or change an
emphasis.
You can give your imagination free rein in expressing
your individuality with Abitibi
Aura Moldings.
Although molding profiles
have specific functions, the
uses and combinations of the
basic profiles make up the
fun of enriching a room.
For example. the Crown
profdo. used at ceiling levels.
can he combined with other
molding profiles to give a
more massive decorative effect.
Casing profiles. normally
used as door and window
trim, make excellent chair
rails.
Small molding profiles are
ideally suited for use as
-panel- or "picture" moldings
todecorate walls and doors.
Prefinished Aztra moldings
also can be used to complete
items like a decorative plate
shelf or to frame wall-applied
mirror tiles.
In short, moldings can give
just about any wall an enriched, three-dimensional appearance.
New Aztra Moldings are
the perfect substitute for
wood. The unique. patented
Aztra process creates all the
beauty of wood, but with
none of wood's disadvantages,
Aztra Moldings won't crack.
warp or splinter and are
totally water resistant. Their
beauty is enduring.
And Aztra Moldings cost
less than Wood (let alone the
finishing time, fuss and
expense to get wood to look
as good). tAztra Molding's prefinshed surface Has all the
warmth and richness of hand'
rubbed furniture; and the
selection of wood tones will
harmonize with most any
color scheme.
What's equally nice, Aztra
Moldings never need waxing:
are easy to keep new looking
with just a damp cloth or
sponge. If ever needed, they
are also completely washable
with a mild soap andwater.
- Easy to work with,easy to
live with — Aztra Moldings
are an enriching experience
for the rooms in your life.
Enrich any room for enjoyment by family and friends
now...and for increasing the
appeal and value of your
home in years to come.
For further information
write the Abitibi-Price Corporation, Building Products
Division. 3250 West Big
Beaver Road. Troy, Michigan 48084.

y Theatre is
tarring Scott

New Aztra moldings are used as decorative panel molding
on the walls of this traditionally decored room The molding
design is smartly carried out on the recessed panels of the
painted door,
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Selecting the Proper Tea Pot
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Americans are not the greatest tea drinkers in the world.
The British Isles — where six
pounds of tea a person are consumed each year — has that
distinction.
But tea drinking is a fastgrowing passion in the United
States, according to Sam Twining, export director for R.
Twining & Co. Ltd. of England.
As ambassador-at-large for
England's oldest tea company
(1706 is the founding date) and
the ninth generation of his.family to join the business, Twining
has acquired a large store of
knowledge about his favorite
beverage.
And the thing he would most
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The new—and eery reliable—
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment costing 50% more
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 1r s 17'
copes, copy on both sides ol
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels
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like to tell Americans, he said
in a recent interview over a
cup of tea, is that to make a
proper cup of tea it is very important to have a proper tea
Pot,
An examination of the pots on
sale in American outlets has
convinced him that Americans
are as likely as not to end up
with a perfectly dreadful pot,
regardless of the cost, unless
they learn a few things beforehand.
A proper tea pot is one which
pours without dripping. Its
handle is designed so that the
fingers go round it without
touching the pot which is certain to be hot. The handle
should be made separately and
put on afterward so that it
stays cool to the touch. The lid
should have a little lug so it
doesn't fall off when you pour
the tea. Or, the lid may be
hinged onto the pot itself to accomplish the same purpose.
So that air can get in when
tea is poured, there should be a
tiny pinhole in the spout. If it
isn't there, a full teapot will
create a kind of vacuum so that
it is difficult to pour. A built-in
strainer at the base of the
spout is necessary to catch the
tea leaves before they reach
your cup.
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Enrich Any Room With Moldings

INM
116 NORTH 7TH ,
MAYFIELD
247-5912
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A tea pot may be made of
earthenware, silver, stainless
steel, glass or porcelain, All
are excellent materials and inpart no aftertaste to the liquid,
Aluminum and enamelled cast
iron, which chips easily, are
not good teapot material.
Aluminum turns tea blue and
contact with iron turns it bitter
and black, says Twining.
Most English families have at
least two tea pots, a small one
with enough for two or three
cups and a large pot holding
enough for at least six.
'The brown earthenware pot,
which we English call a 'brown
betty,' makes a great cup of
tea. It's excellent for morning
t-a But if I were giving an
afternoon tea party, I think I'd
prefer to pour from a delicate
porcelain pot or a silver one
that is more graceful," said
Twining.

Regardless of the type of pot
used, make sure it is clean,
"The idea that a layer of builtup tannin in the pot contributes
to the taste of the tea is disastrous," he added. "The best
tea is made in a pristine tea
pot."
For Twining that does not
mean that a pot has to be
scrubbed to a fare-thee-well
with soap or detergent. He advocates a brief rinse in clean
water after each use and a
regular, four-hour soaking with
water and about a teaspoonful
of bicarbonate of soda once a
month.
The English regulate the
strength of their tea by the addition of more or less hot water. A tea pot and a companion
jug of boiled water appear together on the tea tray. Unlike
coffee which tends to get more
bitter through the day as it sits,
tea stops brewing when the water turns cool. In most pots this
means after about seven minutes. Since the tea is not going
to get bitter, unless it is reheated with the leaves, an individual does not have to remove
the tea leaves from the pot before serving.
As a nation of coffee drinkers, Americans may not know
that coffee cups and tea cups
Is ave classically different
shapes. The tea cup is narrow
at the bottom and wider at the
top to emit the bouquet of the
tea and to permit rapid cooling,
A coffee cup is taller and narrower, said Twining.
As for accessories for the teadrinking ritual, Twining is for
some, against others. He is
against tea cosies, those fabric
covers designed to keep the tea
pot hot. Why? Tea is supposed
to stop brewing when the water
cools down, By keeping the water hotter longer, the cosy leads
to stewed tea, he said.
He does like a new filter pot
that accommodates a filter paper and in effect allows the tea
brewer to make his own giant
tee be41- A lemon squeezer that
works like a gatlic press is another item of which he approves.
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-PLOWS PLAN
THIS "T-SHAPED," CENTER HALL
CONTEMPORARY
ranch home has three bedrooms and two full
baths. A
sheltered front porch leads to a modest foyer and center
hall
To the right of the foyer is a cathedral ceiling living
room. To
its left is a (Fulfil dining room. Plan BA1153A
has 1,289
square feet. For more information write —
enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jerold I.
Axelrod, 275 Broad Hollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746.

Convert Attic into
Added Living Space
If you're
considering a room
addition in the attic, be sure
to plan it carefully. The National Home Improvement
Council notes that the first
requirement for a successful
attic conversion into additional living space is sufficient
headroom.
The roof slope, says the
Council.should give at least

seven feet of height to the
completed ceiling. Less than
seven feet at the side walls
may be adequate as long as
people can move around
without bumping their heads.
NH1C suggests avoiding attic
conversions that seek to
crowd two or three rooms
into space adequate only for
one.

By ANDY LANG
AP N.— -You don't really need a workshop in your home to be able to
make repairs or even to take
on extensive remodeling projects But it can make things a
lot easier than if you store tools
in drawers, closets and various
storage nooks and then have to
take pot luck on where to perform the chores.
A workshop does not have to
look like the spotless, sparkling
room or area you sometimes
see in the shelter magazines
Some of these workshops are so
neat and hospital-clean it is difficult to see how anyone would
dare saw, sand or drill within
their confines
Of course, if you have a
choice of locations, the largest
one is best. Except in unusual
circumstances, that's an ideal
impossible to achieve
Regardless of sue, when you
are able to find a workshop site
that has good light and ventilation, plenty of headroom, ample
storage facilities and ease of
maintenance, you have found a
gem. Grab it and don't let go of
it. You will have some idea of
the kind of work you will be
doing, so be sure that, if you
intend to handle large pieces of
materials, you can get them in
and out with reasonable ease.
Once you begin to set up the
area for actual work, be certain there is an adequate wiring system to operate the power tools that these days are so
necessary for many projects.
Sometimes this means having a
new circuit installed principally
for supplying the power to
these tools. Also, consider the
possibility of some overhead
lights that can be moved along
a wire to give light where
needed.
Will the noise from the work
area annoy other members of

the booseheid? Make gimes le
moat Ike dollonorr jaw
tools as Mem sr num elm
souls disainiw. dodder
soundproofing the coign and
flour and possibly the walls.
Remember all the safety precautions you have read about
but never bothered to heed If
you drop or spill anything on
the floor while working, stop
whatever you are doing and
wipe or pick it up. Liquids, pencils, even a piece of paper, can
cause falls Tell yourself you'll
take care of it ins few minutes
and you may wind up on the
fluor before the few minutes

are up.
When you its etANNILNI Ms
shop or area aai eamebsily
talks to you, Amp laikeatieg be.L.
fore you reply. Mow -u
occur because people have a
habit of looking up to answer
and taking their eyes off the
work. If you use any product
with a chemical in it, read the
directions, even if you read
them the first time you used it
You may have forgotten the
necessary safety instructions
And, finally, don't be in a
hurry Impatience always has
been the chief enemy of the doit-yourselfer, who simply can't
wait to see the project finished

Try A Home Equity Loan
instde ring home improvements this year but unsure
how you'll finance them?
One way many smart
homeowners are corning up
with the cash for new siding,
insulation,a remodeled kitchen or a room addition is to
tap the growing equity in their
home created by inflation.
The difference between what
you owe and the present
value of your home is likely
a sizeable nest egg which
represents impressive bor-

rowing power.
One of the nation's leading
consumer lenders, GECC
Financial Services, points out
that a 5 to 10 year equity
loan often will cost substantially less overall than refinancing lower rate first mortgage loans having many years
left to run.
But homeowners planning
to borrow against their unrealized home equity should
shop very carefully for the
best financial deal.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAB/NETS
Et
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•ALL r,PES OF WOODWORKING
•NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
•CABINET HARDWARE
Also
*CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
1212 Main, Murray, Ky., 753-5940

UTILIZE OUR FREE
CREATIVE ADVERTISING
LAYOUT SERVICE
Ni
A iIiiSERVICES
COMPLETIENDAiii&API
the difforeace between overage and exceptional

We have an imaginative and experienced advertisting
staff and offer FREE creative layout service to help
you get these exceptional results. Call us now and
we'll tell you more about Maximizing Your

results frogs yew ads.

Advertising.

Make the melt of your advertising. An effective
layout, attertion-g.fling art, good headfines, sharp
photographs and appealing graphic design can make
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Call 753- 1919 Today!
Mirrray Ledger &Times
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Sullivan, Jones Win Belles And
Beaux Golf Tournament With 64
Gary Sullivan and Velvet
Jones of Murray won the
Oak's Belles & Beaux golf
tournament Sunday with a
sparkling best ball score of 64.
The tournament was capped
by an exciting finish as Jerry
and Carolyn Caldwell of Murray, playing with the winning
pair, were one stroke behind
coming into the final hole.
Jerry Caldwell hit a booming drive and a long wood to
the par five 18th green, setting
a possible eagle and a probzbly birdie. Meanwhile,
Sullivan were short of the
green and their best approach
shot was about 10 feet away
The Caldwells putted for
their eagle were unsuccessful.

After Jones missed her attempt for a birdie, the outcome rested on Sullivan's
putt.
Sullivan dropped the winner
to leave the Caldwells in second with a round of 65.
Jasper and Betty Vowell
were third with a 67 while
David and Jean Hessing of
Paris, Tenn. took fourth with a
68. Jean Hessing's hole-in-one
on the 10th hole was used to
break a tie at that score with
Gene and Pat Tapley of Karnak,Ill.
The first flight was won by
Alan and Judy Hess with a
score of 65 with Greg Howard
and Susy Wells of Murray second at 69. Jack and Polly
Bess of Dexter, Mo. were third

with a 70. Malcolm and Martha Ray of Benton, Ky. were
fourth with a 71 while Jay and
Peggy Wilson finished fifth
with a 72.
Forest and Doris Stepp of
Sikeston, Mo. won the second
flight with a 70 while Vince
Groves and Eleanor Griffin of
Paducah were second with a
71. Gary and Mary Squires of
Mounds, Ill. took third with a
72, and Smith and Nancy
Chastain of Trenton, Ky. settled for fourth on a countback.
Bob and Wanda Brown's 74
earned them fifth place.
The third flight went to Bill
and Polly Seale of Murray
with a score of 72, which was
the score of the second place
team of Alan and Mary Jane

Park of Paducah. A chip-in
birdie by Polly Seales on the
10th hole decided the tie on the
countback.
Howard and Torraine
Grossman of Florissant, Mo.
were third with a 73 while
John and Margaret Walker of
Russellville took fourth over
Steve and Denise Seltzer of
Paducah on the tie-breaker
after both teams finished with
74s.
Bill and Kathy Walsh of
Cairo won the fourth flight on
the scorecard over Herb
Hafner of Calvert City and
Helen Gilliam of Paducah,
Charles and Essie Caldwell of
Murray,and Gary and Martha
Covey of Murray. All these
teams shot 77s.

Rutherford Still Cannot Believe He Is
A Three-Time Winner Of Indy 500
NATIONAL PROMINENCE potentially awaits Murray
High's star centerfielder Bill Milton (signing his scholarship
letter) at NAIA college baseball power David Lipscomb

College, where he has agreed to play the next four years.
Happily watching Bill sign are Murray coach Cary Miller
(left) and his parents, Mary Jane and William Milton.
Staff Photo 13v David Hibbitts

SEC Officials Meet To Talk About
Bowls, Basketball Tournament
PALM BEACH, Fla. I AP
—
Officials of the
Southeastern Conference and
the Sugar Bowl will meet in a
closed-door session today to
discuss a rotating arrangement between the Sugar and
Orange bowls and the SEC and
Big Eight Conference, according to a newspaper report.
Meanwhile, Cliff Harper, a
retired associate commissioner of the SEC, died Monday night after suffering a
heart attack while attending
the conference's annual spring banquet here.
The Big Eight champion
currently is contracted to
serve as the host team of the
Orange Bowl in Miami while
the SEC champion is required
to play in the Sugar Bowl in
New Orleans on New Year's
Day.
The Sentinel Star of Orlando
reported some officials from
both bowls and conferences
are interested in a rotating arrangement where the two
league champions would alternate trips to Miami and New
Orleans.
"I think that would be best
for all concerned," said
Georgia football coach Vince
Dooley, a member of the SEC
committee that will meet with
Sugar Bowl officials today.
"We'll listen," said Mickey
Holmes, executive director of
the Sugar Bowl. "We're not
going to shut it off. It wouldn"
make any sense to close ow
minds on some sort of arrangement like that."
Orange Bowl official Bill

Ward said there have been
some unofficial conversations
about the proposal. "It would
be nice to have new faces," he
said.
He said the Orange Bowl
would be "basically receptive" to talks of a coalition
between the bowls and conferences.
SEC spokesman Elmore
Hudgins said the 66-year-old
Harper was stricken by heart
failure at approximately 9
p.m. EDT.
Harper was rushed to Good
Samaritan Hospital where he
died at approximattely 10:30
p.m., Hudgins said.
Harper was born in Oak
Hill, Ala., and raised in Pine
Apple, Ala. For many years he
was a resident of Montgomery, Ala.
He had served as an
associate commissioner of the
SEC from 1966, after serving
18 years as executive
secretary of the Alabama
High School Athletic Association.
Harper earned a B.A.
degree from Birmingham
,Southern and later earned a
masters degree from Auburn
University.
He served as a teacher,
coach and principal in
Alabama high schools for 10
years, prior to his duties as the
AHSAA head.
He is survived by his wife
Julia, who was with him at the
time of his death.
In other action, several
coaches said the SEC basketball tournament, revived just
two years ago, causes more

athletic and academic problems than it's worth.
"It's
proven
been
statistically that teams who
play in conference tournaments do not fare as well in
the NCAA playoffs," said Tennessee Coach Don DeVoe.
"My main concern is
academics," said Florida
Coach Norm Sloan. And
psychologically, you just can't
recover from that tournament
in time for the NCAA."
Sloan's 1973 North Carolina
State team won the NCAA
championship after surviving
the Atlantic Coast Conference
tournament.
The SEC tournament was
worth $600,000 last year, SEC
Commissioner
Boyd
McWhorter told the coaches
and athletic directors here for
the conference meeting.
A majority of coaches felt it
wasn't worth it.
DeVoe, whose Volunteers
were eliminated in the second
round of the NCAA championship last season, used the Big
Ten as an example of a conference that does well in the
NCAA tournament and doesn't
have a league championship
tournament.
DeVoe,chairman of the SEC
basketball coaches committee, agreed that academics
suffered because of the tournament.
"It causes players to miss
almost the entire week of
classes," he said.
C.M. Newton, who moves into the SEC commissioner's office after being dean of con-

ference basketball coaches
while at Alabama,said his opposition to the tournament has
been on record for along time.
"The vote used to always be
8-2. Joe Hall (Kentucky)and I
were always the two;" Newton
said.
But McWhorter said there's
no guarantee the coaches' opposition will be the deciding
factor in whether or not the
tournament will survive.
"I remember that the SEC
coaches voted unanimously
against the tournament and
the round-robin 18-game conference schedule. But the
university presidents voted
for it," the commissioner said.

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Johnny Rutherford, pocketing
ais share of the largest purse
in auto racing history, turned
to the president of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
and quipped, "It's been a
pleasure doing business with
you."
The glib Texan, the newest
member of a select group of
three-time winners of the Indianapolis 500, earned $318,020
/
2-hour drive
for Sunday's 31
through heavy traffic. The
total purse of more than $1.5
million was divvied up among
the 33 drivers at the annual
victory banquet Monday
night.
"It's hard to believe,"
Rutherford told more than
1,000 people at the Indianapolis Convention Center.
"Three times. It's fantastic."

Ten of the drivers did not attend the Victory Banquet, including former winners A.J.
Foyt, Mario Andretti, Al and
Bobby Unser and Gordon
Johncock. Another driver,
sixth place finisher Pancho
Carter, walked off the dais
after the master of
ceremonies made a cutting
remark about his unsuccessful
protest of a penalty.
Otherwise, the banquet was
a harmonious affair, in contrast with the tense scene a
year earlier amid the bitter
feud between the US. Auto
Club and the dissident Championship Auto Racing Teams.
The reconciliation, and the
record purse, resulted in large
part from the steady hand of
new Speedway President John
Cooper, who noted that money
indeed had been a part of the
unrest.
"We're making some rapid
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"I think the basketball
coaches are the only ones who
don't like it.
"I don't think they would
mind if it weren't for the 18game conference schedule, as
well ... the tournament is a
pressure cooker."
Last year, each SEC team
received $10,000 from the tournament, which carries an
automatic NCAA bid for the
winner.
Basketball produced $1.5
million for SEC schools last
season, a little more than half
the amount generated by football.
Two years ago, basketball
brought in only a third as
much as football.
"The television rights tripled in one year," McWhorter
said. "Football television
revenue dropped by 84i percent because we had one less
TV appearance and only one

Memorial triumph came in
regulation Sunday, a 1-shot
victory over Tom Watson.
"The PGA changed me as a
person. It gave me confidence.
Maybe I'm not as bad a player
as I think I am," he said. "I'm
much more relaxed. That
ability to stay relaxed is what
it is all about."
Even in the face of a headto-head duel with Watson, the
34-year-old was ice cool. He
rolled in a 20-foot putt for an
eagle-3 at 15 and then sank a
30-footer for his clinching birdie.
Graham's 8-under-par 280
total was worth $54,000. Watson's 281 produced a $32,400

Monday Frlii
MURRA

66 golfers played in the
The next tournament on the
Memorial Day Scramble Golf Oaks schedule will be the
Tournament. The winning Mens Invitational July 19 and
team, consisting of Mike 20.
Morgan, T.C. Collie, Chuck
Hulick, Wanda Brown and
Sam and Clay Francis, shot a
12-under par 60.
The second place team,
which included Bill Seale, Bill
Read, Vicki Nance, Masa
Steam clean your own
Read, R.B. Morgan and Connie Stroup,shot a 62. The same
carpets the way
score was recorded by the
professionals
team of Jerry Caldwell, Dale
do ... but at 104'
Nance, Carita Lamb, Marsha
Hargrove, Johnny Stroup and
a fraction of
,
Billy Ray Roberts.
the
cost.
The tie was broken on a
4r
,
r •
io 41
scorecard count. The fourth
Rent for only
place team of Dalmer Brewer,
Per
Rudell Parks, Roger Grogan, $800
—day
Tim Garland, Polly Seale and ($12 00 overnight)
Freda Steely finished with a
63.
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payday, pushing him into the ( American)tour."
Graham's new looseness
sport's $2 million career club
with Jack Nicklaus and Lee shows in his media relations.
He invited them all to join him
Trevino.
Maybe Graham's biggest in eating a birthday cake on
improvement has come in his his 34th birthday Friday.
In the manner of the late
bunker play. Five times in the
Memorial's final round he Tony Lerna, Graham promisblasted one or two feet from ed reporters champagne if he
won. He delivered, ordering
the hole to save pars.
"I used to be the world's and pouring four bottles of the
worst bunker player," he said. bubbly after his final round.
"Just put it on my bill. I can
"Bruce Devlin and I are very
close friends. He's one of the sign here. I'm a member," he
best sand players. What he ordered a Muirfield Village ofhas taught me In three-four ficial.
Graham is bypassing the
years has been invaluable.
"I now feel I'm one of the Kemper Open at Bethesda,
better bunker players on the Md., starting Thursday.
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T-Ball Deadline
Is Tomorrow
The final day for T-Ball
registration, which can be
done by calling Chic Nute at
753-2428 or 753-5479, is tornorrow, May 28.

Camp Registration Starts
Calloway County is taking Calloway County coach Chic
registrations for its boys and Nute at 753-2428 or 753-5479.
girls summer basketball The girls camp will be held Jucamps to be held at the Middle ly 7-11, with coach David
School. The camp will be for Elliott the person to contact at
anyone entering the fourth 753-5479.
through 12th grades next fall.
Participants from grades 912 will attend the morning sesThe boys camp will run June sion from 9 a.m. through 12
23-27, and interested par- p.m. while grades 4-8 will go
ticipants should contact fronv12:30-3:30 p.m.

going to make for better racing."
Sneva, who started dead last
after substituting another car
for one he wrecked in practice, said, "I've talked to a lot
of people since the race.
Nobody's complained about
the speed we ran. As long as
we keep providing entertainment at whatever speed, the
sport will grow and so will the
money."
Bettenhausen, who started
next to Sneva on the last row,
thanked USAC for "providing
us with a set of fules that gave
me my most enjoyable day at
the Speedway."
The Joy wasn't as great for
Carter, who led the race at one
point but was penalized one
lap for passing the pace car
during one of 13 yellow flags.
He wound up sixth and took
home $39,000, nearly $90,000
less than he would have
received for finishing where
he thought he belonged.
Carter said he thought a
signal from the pace car to
slow down was a gesture for
him to go ahead. The protest
was turned down because "no
really new facts were
presented beyond those considered at the time the penalty
was assessed," said chief
steward Tom Milford.
Rutherford, starting from
the pole position, was
challenged throughout the
race by a succession of
drivers, but his yellow
Cosworth-powered Chaparral
wound up on top by 34 seconds.

66 Participate In Oaks
Memorial Day Scramble

Memorial Win Has Graham Believing
By GEORGE SlItODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) —
David Graham was always
deriding his own golfing prowess until victories in last
year's American PGA National and the Memorial tournament last weekend.
"I always thought of myself
as that guy from Australia
who had no talent, who taught
himself how to play. I was not
out of a college with a lot of
talent and a beautiful swing,"
he said.
Graham needed three
playoff holes to nip Ben Crenshaw for the PGA title last
year at Oakland Hills. His

strides in that area," Cooper
said. "This is the first $1.5
million purse in racing
history. Last year was only
$1.2 million, and both first and
last place will receive record
amounts."
The first prize has jumped
$100,000 in five years. The
payoff for 33rd, more than
$25,000, has nearly doubled in
that span.
Rutherford's total included
$23,600 in lap prizes for
leading Sunday's race. He also
received the Pontiac TransArn pace car and the winner's ring. The former record
payoff was $290,364 to Al
Unser in 1978.
Tom Sneva,finishing second
for the third time in the past
four years, earned $128,945,
and third-place Gary Bettenhausen, the slowest
qualifier for the race, took
home $86,945.
Another point of conflict
besides money, and one that
surfaced again Sunday, was
the new USAC restriction on
manifold pressure, which cut
horsepower and speed. There
were 10 different leaders during the race and all three lastrow starters finished among
the top eight—but some of the
early dropouts claimed the
restriction
killed
their
chances.
"We've got some problems
Rutherford
n o w ,"
acknowledged Monday night,
"but we're going to get them
sorted out. The end result is
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What A Moment
MEL PURCELL is lifted in the air jubilantly by University of
Tennessee doubles partner Rodney Harmon after the pair
won the NCAA championship in Athens, Ga. yesterday
over Trinity College's Tony Giammalva and John Benson
by a score of 7-6, 7-6.

Attorneys wed Ciosesollors et Low
announce the relocation of their law offices to
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GIRLS GOLF - Wege Rushing, Lisa Clees, Jo Beth Oakley.
Velvet Jones, Coach Mate Miller
BASEBALL - Front row, lett to right, ion Mark Billington, Darren Hooper, Eddie Requarth, Bruce Taylor, Statistician Bart Washer, Vic Marshall; second row, Jerry Spann, Scott
Brooks, Ronnie Pace, Robin Roberts, Tony Herndon, Coach Cary Miller, Assistant
Coach Scott Durham.

By WILL GRAISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The signal is "go" again on
the major league diamonds,
and that is both good news and
bad news.
The good news is that they
are playing baseball. The bad
news is that the threatened
players' strike has been merely placed on hold. Somebody is
still going to have to bite the
bullet.
If the players and owners
were not able to settle their
differences in months of haggling, which continued to the
dawn of last Friday morning,
what makes anybody think
that a peace can be hammered
out by next spring, when the
issue must be faced again?
It's an uneasy truce.
Baseball' problems run
deeper than the free agent
compensation issue, which
from the very start has been
the guts of the managementlabor dispute, with all else
merely window dressing.
They involve a deep division
in the ranks of the owners- a
schism that puts moderates on
one side of the fence and
hardliners on the other. It's a
continuing hassle between the
ambitious, free-spending
"haves" and the struggling,
close-to-the-vest "have-riots."
Can they ever see eye-toeye? It's doubtful. So, as long
as the owners cannot reach
some basis for concerted action, what reason is there to
believe they can ever succeed
in achieving their aims?
Unlike the players, who
from million-dollar super
stars such as Reggie Jackson
and Nolan Ryan to the lowliest
rookies have rallied behind
their executive director, Marvin _Miller, the owners were
still feuding right through the
Ilth hour.
According to reports that
leaked from behind those dos-
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ed doors at New York's Doral
Hotel, the strike was
prevented through the
desperate last minute efforts
of a small coterie of owners
with the belated aid of Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Kuhn is the commissioner of
baseball but he would be the
last to say that "in the best interests of baseball" he
possessed the power to dictate
to the players. They all dance
to the tune of their own union,
the Players Association,
astutely managed by Miller.
The commissioner can work
only through the owners, as he
did in this case. With a quartet
of owners applying the
pressure, he helped break the
obstinacy of the militants and
temporarily avoided a
midseason shutdown of the national pasttime.
It's well known that a large
segment of the owners believed that they had to make a
stand and make it now or
follow a course of financial
ruin. They heard Kuhn's
bomb ticking
time
overhead."
The owners can never get
together," Hall of Famer
Hank Greenberg was saying
in New York last week.
"There's Ray Kroc of San
Diego with his hamburger empire, Steinbrenner with his
shipyards and Gene Autry
with his movie millions. They
are in a different world than
Bill Veeck (Chicago White
Sox), who has a $3 million
debt; Griffith, who doesn't
want to spend anything, not to
mention Seattle and
Oakland."
"Baseball has a lot of problems. There should be a
realignment of the teams,
standarization of the two
leagues, interleague play and
umpires put under the control
of the commissioner. Also
they've got to give the commissioner more clout."

GIRLS AND BOYS TRACK - Front row, Suzanne Pitman, Tammie Campbell,
Joy.Hina,
Teresa Ford, Gary Long; second row, Raysha Roberts, Glenda Fox, Donna
Rousse,
Karen Lewis, Kathy Clark, Melanie Roos; back row, Martha Pitman, Nick Swift,
Coach
James Pegg.

By lige Amackled Pries
BASEBALL
Ansel.= League
DETROTT TIGERS-Rs:ailed Dan Gonaim oublekler. horn EvareviDe of the
American Amocsabon.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Placed Jan
Satak pitcher. an the 21-agy cliaktied hal
Recalled Fbekey Keeton, pitcher,!ran Vancouver of the Pacific Coast League
Nalliml League
CHICAGO CUBS-Placed Barry Foca,
catcher, an the 15'y ambled Int Reagan
Mke O'Berry, adder, trorn Whin at tte
American Animation
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES-Placed
Larry Chisternon, pitcher, on Um alday
disabled hat Recalled Bob Walt pitcher,
from Ckl.i
Oty at the American
Aseockation.
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS-Released
Pedro Barton, pitcher Sent Donnie Moore,
alchen. InSprimikid at the American
Asearabon. Recalled Jirn Otlen and Gomm
Masser. Whirs,from rllakl
FOOTBALL
Nadas.Fagan& Lagar
CINCINNATI EttriGAIS-Signed User
Ong wide redever
NEW ENGIAND PATRIOTS-Signed
'
time Beg aral Janthen Kamm.detersive
Marvel,end we!McIntyre, offensive mead
OAKI.AND RAIDERS-Acqured Odle
, cornerback. &an the New Vat
ttn
:
re andange for an andand draft
SAN FRANCISCO SCRS-Signed Bobby
Amnon, David Hedge ant Keens Tarer.
.3nebedient Rick Chncirran. My.ed
Km
',tenet detrain tackle; Herb Willimrs,
liehreive tack, end Dan Hartwig, quarter
lock

'AVAILABLE

GIRLS TENNIS - Front row, Catherine Dick, Carol Dick, Bub Stout, Starr Jones; back
row, Jennie Smith, Kathy Walston, Candy Jackson, Kathy Outland, Coach Lanette
Hunt.

Cardinals Finally Win One...By George(Hendrick)
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The St. Louis Cardinals
finally won a baseball game,
by George.
Thanks to slugging George
Hendrick, the longest losing
streak in the National League
this season came to an end
Monday when the Cardinals
stopped their 10-game spin
with an 8-5 victory over the
New York Mets.
"He's some kind of hitter,"
marveled Cardinal third
baseman Ken Reitz of Hendrick, who smashed two
homers and drove in three
runs. "That firsLhome run he
hit was about as long and hard
as any you'll see."
Hendrick's first homer of
the day, his seventh of the
season, tied the game at 3-3 in
the fourth inning. His second
homer, a two-run shot, keyed
a three-run sixth and gave the
Cardinals a 6-3 lead.
In other NL action, the
Philadelphia Phillies defeated
the Pittsburgh Pirates 7-6; the
Montreal Expos blanked the
Chicago Cubs 4-0; the Atlanta
Braves nipped the San Francisco Giants 2-1; the Houston
Astros beat the San Diego

Padres 4-1 and the Lqs
Angeles Dodgers stopped the
Cincinnati Reds 4-0 in the
opener of their Memorial Day
doubleheader before losing
the second game,5-4.
The Cardinals' run production was their biggest in 15
games.
Bob Forsch, 3-3, went the
route for the Cardinals despite
yielding 13 hits.
Had the Cardinals lost, it
would have tied their longest
losing streak since 1929.
Phlllies 7, Pirates 6
Larry Bowa's RBI single
capped a two-run rally in the
ninth off Pittsburgh relief ace
Kent Tekulve, giving
Philadelphia a comeback victory over the Pirates.

Richard, 5-3, pitched seven
innings and yielded five San
Diego hits and one unearned
run before leaving with stiffness in his back. Sambito held
San Diego scoreless over the
final two innings.

NL Roundup

The Astros scored all the
runs they needed with three in
the second inning on four consecutive hits off John Curtis,34. RBI singles by Enos Cabell
and Art Howe and an RBI double by Jeff Leonard produced
a 3-0 Houston lead.

Dodgers 4-4, Reds 0-5
career grand slam to help the
Unbeaten Jerry Reuss gain- Reds win the second game.
ed his sixth victory with a Paul Moskau, 3-0, struck out
four-hitter and Ron Cey nine, tops for the Reds this
homered as Los Angeles year, before he was relieved in
defeated Cincinnati in the first the seventh inning of the
game of their doubleheader.
nightcap. It was his first start
George Foster hit his eighth since May 4.

Angels Try Fighting, But Still Lose
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer

The California Angels found
another way to lose a home
game, but this time they really went down fighting.
Bruce Kison was on the
Texas Rangers' most wanted
list Monday and they finally
got their man after the second
of two bench-clearing brawls
in which four players were
ejected.
Then, after Kison was gone
Mike Schmidt opened the they got the Angels 6-5, when
rally with a double and took California right fielder Dan
third on Greg Luzinski's Ford dropped a fly ball with
single. Bob Boone then doubl- two out and the bases loaded
ed home Schmidt with the ty- in the eighth inning, allowing
ing run as pinch-runner Lon- all three runners to score. It
nie Smith took third. Garry was the Angels' fifth conMaddox was intentionally secutive setback and 10th in a
walked by Tekulve,5-3, before row at home.
Bowe followed with his game"They were the ones doing
winning hit. Winner Ron Reed, the fighting, we weren't," said
3-0, pitched a scoreless ninth.
Angels Manager Jim Fregosi
The victory boosted the "Their guys charged the
Phillies over the Pirates into inound."
first place in the NL East by
First Buddy Bell and then
four percentage points.
John Grubb went after Eason,
Expos 4, Cubs 0
whose reputation for
Steve Rogers fired a three- brushback pitches preceded
KIngrillin 24K lni
hitter and drove in a run with him from the National League
AlERICAN LEAGUE
Texas Matlack 3-3 at COI:fume Arne
FAST
a suicide squeeze bunt and to the American.
341. in)
Pct GB
Chris Speier had a two-run triNew rat
NATIONAL LEAGUE
In other AL games, the New
15
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ple among three hits to pace York Yankees trounced the
538
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Montreal past Chicago. The Detroit Tigers 13-5, the
21 15
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579 22 16
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season for Rogers, 5-4, who sas City Royals 4-1, the
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3
walked two and struck out Milwaukee Brewers clobbered
New York
421
16 22
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Kamm City
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565
the Seattle Mariners 11-1, the
won
Chicago
Z 19
5411
Braves 2, Giants 1
Toronto Blue Jays turned
La Angeies
619 36 16
ream
22 19
577
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Houston
Larvell Blanks' two-run back the Boston Red Sox 3-1,
22 18
°Wand
550
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524
Seattle
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548
23 19
3
22 22
511
3
single
with
in
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the
out
the Baltimore Orioles trimmSan Digo
California
.534
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40)
eighth paced Atlanta over San ed the Cleveland Indians 7-3
STTI
San Francesco
1.8 24
8
429
16 36
381
Atlanta
14 24
3811 10
Salordn's Goma
Francisco.
and the Chicago White Sox
Smendy's GNI.*
New Vat 6, Rialto 2
Bruce Benedict started the defeated the Minnesota Twins
New Vat 5, Atlanta 4, 10 snow
Cleveland 7, Boston 2
rally
with
a
double off Allen 6-3.
Candand IS, Texas 7
Las Angeles 4, Chicago 2
Baktincre 9, Detroit 1
Clnonnati 3. Montreal 0
Ripley, making his first NL
The Angels scored four runs
Milwaukee 4, Minneota 0
Philaisktia 5, Houston 4
appearance. Pinch-hitter in the seventh, two on Carney
San Francisco 14, PRIM:mill 9 15 in
Kamm CRY 6, Clitoral 5, 10 rearm
Seattle 5, Chicago 4
Mike Lurn then singled off Lansford's homer, to go in
rings
San Diego 8, St Lcus 4
Wadies Games
reliever Greg Minton, sending front 5-2. Lansford connected
Toronto I. New rat 6
Sursgiya Goma
Benedict to third.
Dirge 6, Balkncee 4, 11 innings
Philadelphia & Houston 2
after Jim Kern threw a pitch
Clevelerd 3, Bogen 2
Sart Francisco 5, MUstandi 2
Benedict was thrown out at behind his head and another
Milwaukee 3, Minnesota 2
Sew Val 3, Atliwea 0
home on Joe Nolan's one inside. After Rod Carew
Kama City 7, Calderas 3
Chicago 2, Ls Angelo 1
Tem 7,(eldand 3
Matreal 7, Cincinnati 4
grounder, and pinch-runner doubled, Kern was replaced
Senile I, Chicago 3
San Diego 11. Silesia 5
Chico Ruiz and Nolan moved by Bob Babcock and when his
Markey Gomm
Gomm
into scoring position on Jerry first pitch went behind Ford's
New York 11, Detroit 5
Lai Angeles 44, Cincrinen 0.5
kahmulage 11, Saatle 1
& New York 5
Royster's grounder to second, head, he was ejected.
Matreal 4, Chicago 0
Team 4I, Gallants 5
setting up Blanks' gameOakkrati & Karma Oty 1
Marktihie 7, PlUiturgh 6
In the Texas eighth, after a
E1010113Ort 7, Clei,elard 4
Atlanta 2, San Francisco 1
winning hit.
single by Sundberg, Kison hit
Heaton 4, Sri Diego 1
Toronto 3, Busk.
The
rally
gave
the victory to Johnny Grubb with a pitch and
Chaim I, likawacia 3
Taseekes Goes
Tommy Boggs, 1-1, who allow- both benches emptied again,
Maireal 'Ise 341 at Chicago 1arr, 3.
Tamigrn Goes
4,
Cleveland (Spikier 3.3 s• Baltimore
ed six hits in eight innings. with Kison and Grubb getting
is 641,(n)
Son Frmaso Kanner 16, al Atlanta
Larry Bradford worked the the thumb. Mark Clear gave
(McWillians 34), n
Throng Miring/ 441 a Boston 'Rem
So 341, frO
Patitugh (Bibby 11, at Phladelphie
ninth for the Braves and up a single to Mickey Rivers to
Detroit (Petry 121 a New rat Cret- (Ceram
(ro
recorded his second save.
load the bases and walked
an 14i.(n1
Los Mirka 13Men 4-11 al Cinemei
Asires 4, Padres 1
Chimp Okra 3-31at Minamobi
ILONE 341, n1
Bump Wills to force in a run.
IT 24(, 1n I
Son Diego lave 111
Houston
J.R. Richard combined with Two outs later, Pat Putnam
Sag& (Blink 341 at Milwaukee
rJNielcro S-Si. n
Joe Sambito on a six-hitter to hit the fly ball that Ford dropMaar 00 an Travers 1St (n1
New rat (Banned 10) at 3. Lail
Kamm Oty (lamed3.4i a Outlast
'Minna 1.2,, in,
lead Houston over San Diego.
ped.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Transactions

/
1
41`r.
0,

11101r$ TENNIS - Robert Stout Greg Morton Todd Ma's Russell Edwards Robert
Hopkins

Good And Bad
News Comes Of
Extended Strike

VAC
our own

ay

Murray Spring Banquet
Recognizes Teams

Brewers 11, Mariners 1
Yankees 13, Tigers.5 six
Gorman Thomas hit a
Rick Cerone drove mfifth
tworun homer and a pair of
runs with singles in the
and seventh innings andmhis RBI singles, Sixto Lezcano
first career grand slam homer and Cecil Cooper added twoin the eighth - all following run triples and 'Ben Ogilvie
intentional walks to Graig slammed his 12th home run,
iNhettles. Cerone's first single tops in the AL, to power
Milwaukee to its fourth conoff Dave Rozerna accounted
a
for the final run of five-run
3.1 secutive triumph. Thomas'
fifth that wiped out
d homer gave Milwaukee a 2-0
Detroit lead and his grand lead in the first inning while
Lezcano's triple keyed a fiveslamoff Dave Tobik capped
run third.
six-run eighth.

AL Roundup
A's 4, Royals 1
Oakland's Matt Keough pitched a three-hitter, avenging
a 16-3 loss to the Royals last
week. Dave Revering put the
A's ahead 2-1 with a two-run
homer, his seventh of the
season, in the fourth inning U.L. Washington homered for
Kansas City in the third -and
later singled during a two-run
sixth inning.

Blue Jays 3, Red Sox 1
Darnaso Garcia, Alfredo
Griffin and Bob Bailor drove
in runs with consecutive twoout singles off Dick Drago in
the ninth inning to rally Toronto. Drago came on after Lloyd
Moseby singled to start the
ninth and was sacrificed to second. One out later, Di-ago hit
Otto Velez with a pitch and
then came the three RBI
singles.
Orioles 7,Indians 3
Eddie Murray drove in four

Major Leagues At A Glance

runs, two with a fifth-inning
single off Bob Owchinko and
two more with a seventhinning homer off Sid Monge,
and Lee May added a solo
homer to the Baltimore attack. Cleveland Manager
Dave Garcia brought in lefthanders to face the switchhitting Murray and both times
the strategy backfired.
White Sox I,Twins 3
Chicago relief ace Ed
Farmer's 13th save of the
season and three hits apiece
by Alan Bannister and Greg
Pryor helped Chicago end a
four-game losing streak. Bannister collected two singles
and a double and drove in two
runs while Pryor rapped a
double and two singles and
scored twice.
Minnesota's Ken Landreaux
had two singles and extended
his consecutive-game hitting
streak to 27, tops in the majors
this season.

•

Western Kentucky State Fair
is proud to present

Thursday July 31, 1980
For 2 Big Shows
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair Track Seats
Grandstand
Bleachers

NY ROGERS

•
•
•

$12.00
$10.00
$8.00

For Ordering send stamped,eon addressed envelope to:
KENNY ROGERS TICKETS

Western Kentucky State Fair
Box 325
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
When ordering please note show time you want, either the 7:00 p.m
or 9,30
p.m. Show.
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President Speaks To
Returning Navy Crews
By MICHAEL Pl."17.EL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter says the
7,000 sailors of the nuclearpowered Ninon: Battle Group
were "the major factor In pro
toting the lives of the 53
hostages still held" in Iran.
Carter flew out to sea Monday to offer his personal
thanks to the men of the aircraft carrier Nimitz and Its
two cruiser escorts as they
neared a Memorial Day
homecoming in Norfolk, Va.,
after nearly nine months away
from home port.
It was from the deck of the
rilinitz that the helicopters
which proved fatal to Carter's
abortive attempt to rescue the
hostages were launched on the
LEGISLATORS IN ASSEMBLY — Rep. freed Curd, D-Murray, and Rep. Lloyd Clapp, OWingo, are shown discussing
night of April 24. But the president made clear he does not
changes in the way the 1980 Kentucky General Assembly was organized as the Legislature neared the end of its
hold the ship or its men
term.
responsible for the failure of
that mission.
"I thank you from the bottom of my heart," he said.
"You not only served to provide stability in the Persian
Gulf, but I am absolutely con5 Pronoun
ACROSS
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
vinced that your presence
I Separate
6 Conjunction
there has been the major fac7 Jewel
5 Pig
000
as
0000
well
could have civilian as
8 More rational CO00
8 Secure
tor in protecting the lives of
By GEORGE GEDDA
COMO MOO 000
9 Deer's horn
12 Olive genus
military applications, such as the 53 hostages still held."
Associated Press Writer
000010010
CCOMO
10 Imbecile
13 Before
computers.
WASHINGTON (API —
00=00 01233
11 Jug handles
14 Ox of
Discussing the political imVice Premier Geng Biao, the
16 Kind of
Celebes
CCOO 00 003
plications of Geng's visit, Pencheese
highest ranking Chinese
15 Bungler
CCM
18 Pitcher
17 Teacher
COO MO MO MOM defense official ever to visit tagon officials said the United
22 African oases
19 Spirited
CO 0011000 OMO the United States, is opening States is mindful that U.S.
23 Females
horse
000 00 0000 talks that could lead to his relations with China must not
Cudgel
24
20 Water
be used to provoke the Soviets
IMMO 0001300
country buying US. military
25 The sett
sources
nor to make them worry about
110C1011C1C1 00000 support equipment.
27 Man s nick21 Eat away
Memorial Day traditionally
name
23 Existed
MOO MOO 0000 Geng was to meet today their own security.
marks the opening of public
29 Poem
, 24 Insect
But, one official said, the swimming pools across the
13E10 0000 MOO with Secretary of Defense
26 Army officer 30 Small child
Soviets must be aware that country, and millions of
Harold Brown.
47 Fruit drinks
35 Carnivorous 40 Checks
28 Decay
when they do something that Americans have already
49 Piece out
mammals
31 Silver symbol
42 Laths
U.S. officials, who asked not
50 As written
36 For tear that 43 Haze
we think is provocative, that begun to enjoy what an A.C.
32 Obscure
to be identified, said Geng's
Mus
37 Chair
33 Perform
44 Arrow poison
will expand the US.-Chinese Nielson study has determined
visit underscored the strained
38 Cheap cigar 46 At this place 53 Pronoun
34 Haul
relationship in ways which is their favorite recreation acrelations that China and the
36 Citrus fruits
they don't like."
tivity - swimming.
United States both have with
Depost
5 9 10 11
5 (I 7
I 2 3 4
The Sino-American connec39 Minerals*
The National Spa and Pool
the Soviet Union. is
41 Bird's home
tion has flourished since the Institute (NSPI),formerly the
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two countries agreed to National Swimming Pool Inintervention in Afghanistan
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establish full diplomatic rela- stitute, urges swimmers and
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45 Hawaiian
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greeting
splashers to. plunge with
development of U.S.-Chinese
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At the time, the Carter ad- precaution this summer
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'relations, the officials said
50 Produced
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ministration stressed
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the sale of US. weapons to
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China is not contemplated.
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52 Outfit
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policy between China and the public recreation facility or
It is not clear whether any
54 Weary
55 Girl's nick31I
35
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major agreements will be Soviet Union. No such claim is private pool.
31
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name
"It's been said that the
reached during Geng's visit, made nowadays.
42
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56 Greek letter
Following the Soviet action safest thing to have around the
but China is believed to be in57 Dioceses
45
terested in buying such equip- in Afghanistan, the United water is a child who can
ard
so
40
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DOWN
ment as radar, trucks and States banned high technology swim," says NSPI Chairman
transfers to the Soviets while Ken Nelson. "We urge anyone
1 Vessels
communications gear.
454
52 ka
31
2 Landed
permitting the sale of "dual with access to a swimming
interest to
possible
of
Also
57
54
3 Renounce
56
use technology" to China.
pool to take advantage of the
the Chinese is technology than
4 Captured
swim classes and 'waterproofavailable
ing' training
OH, THAT'S A TROPH4'
WHAT'S
IT DOESN'T FEEL
through their local Red Cross,
I WON A COUPLE
YVir and YMCAs, youth clubs,
CHARLIE BROWN?
VERY HEAVY...
Scout groups and community
OF ,
(EARS A60
o'
pools.
•
-Nrs
"A child who can swim will
be safer on fishing trips, camping trips and beach vacations,too."
Nelson also suggests that
homeowners planning to build
an in-ground pool this summer

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Talks Could Lead To
Chinese Buying Military
Equipment From U.S.

The sailors, in summer
dress uniform, crowded the
mid-section of the four-acre
flight deck to welcome the
president and Mrs Carter,
who flew to the carrier by
helicopter from the presidential retreat at Camp David.
The sailors aboard the
cruisers Texas and California,
steaming alongside their
flagship, could hear Carter's
speech broadcast by•powerful public address eystem that
echoed back to the Nimitz as
the California passed.
The visit was not billed as a
campaign trip. But the
remarks of the Annapolis
graduate and former Navy
lieutenant were greeted with
louder cheers than he received
at a recent Democratic fundraiser. And three times he
stepped away from the admirals escorting him to plunge
in and shake hands with all the
men he could reach.
In an apparent about face,
Carter announced he would
support a $1 billion proposal to
Increase military allowances
and bonuses, including raises
In the present housing and
food allowances,sea and flight
pay and provision of free dental care for military dependants.
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be aware of safety considerations in its design and construction.
To help assure the safety of
swimmers in private pools,
NSPI worked with several
other national safety and
health groups to develop its
Suggested Minimum Standards for Residential Swimming Pools to guide its
members' design and construction practices.
Participating in preparalion
of the Standards were the
American public Health
Association, the National
Safety Council, the American
National Red Cross and the
National Sanitation Foundation. Copies of the Standards
are available for $3 each from
NSPI.
For those who already own
pools, NSPI suggests that
their families and guests learn
and observe these tips for
safe, pleasurable swimming:
— Never swim, or let
anyone else swim,alone.
— Never let children play in
or around the pool without
constant supervision.
— Have basic lifesaving
equipment available at all
times, as well as a list of
telephone
emergency
numbers.
— Do not permit roughbous-

FLY

•
t

WHAT A
STRANGE DREAM!

LEARN TO SAIL — Phillip Miller, center, associate
professor of English at The University of Tennessee at
Martin, watches as David Powell of Obion and Shirley
Spratt of Murray get ready to set sail. Miller is the instructor of a non-credit -learn to sail" class being offered by UTM this quarter at Paris Landing State Park.
The class meets once a week at UTM for instruction in
safety, sailing procedure and theory, and discussion.
Class members sail each Saturday on Kentucky Lake.
To participate in the course, contact the Division of Extended Services at UTM at 587-7082.

Swimmers Urged To Use Caution
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NEW YORK (AP) — A
special federal prosecutor has
concluded that there is no
basis for an indictment of
White House Chief of Staff
Hamilton Jordan for cocaine
use, The New York Times
reported today.
The prosecutor, Arthur H.
Christy, has been investigating allegation that
Jordan used cocaine during a
visit to the now-defunct
discotheque,
Manhattan
Studio 54, on June 27,1978.
Jordan has repeatedly
denied the allegation, made by
Steve Rubell, co-owner of the
disco, after Rubell and his
business partner Ian Schrager
had been indicted for tax evasion. Their charges were partly supported by a reputed
small-time drug dealer name
John "Johnny C" Conaghan,
the man who reportedly actually gave Jordan the cocaine.
The Times said all the men
were given lie-detector tests,
which they failed. The
newspaper quoted sources as
saying the FBI deduced that•
the men had concocted the
story in hopes of making a
deal with the Justice Department so they could get the tax
evasion charges dropped.
Roy Cohn,lawyer for Rubell
and Schrager, told The
Associated Press early today
that he never thought there
would be an indictment and
prosecution of Jordan.
Cohn field It is US. Justice
Department and New York
State policy ridt to indict if the
amount of cocaine involved is
leas than one ounce.
As for the truth of the
charges against Jordan, Cohn
said, "I don't believe Mr.

Rubell and Mr. Schrager concocted any of the allegations,"
adding that he found them to
be "upfront" people.

UT-Martin Dean
To Be Speaker
For Society

ing or horseplay in or around
the pool.
— Don't swim when you've
just eaten or you're overly
tired.
— Stay out of the water during rain storms.
— All outdoor pools should
be protected by a fence which
cannot be opened or climbed
by toddlers.
— Keep pool decks and diving boards clean and clear of
debris.
— Exercise caution in using

diving boards and slides.
Don't jump or dive in water
less than five feet deep.
— Have a local NSPI
builder or service company
make periodic safety and
maintenance checks of all pool
appliances and equipment.
For a free brochure containing complete information on
safety in and around a pool,
write to "Pool Safety," National Spa and Pool Institute,
20.00 K Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

Promotional Ride Set
For Elizabethtown
Ride-A-Bike Week
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — This is "Ride-a-Bike
Week" in Elizabethtown, and
a promotional bike ride will be
held Saturday.
The promotion is an effort to
conserve fuel and decrease
traffic congestion. It is a
brainchild of the city planning
office, which has come up with
convert
to
plan
a
Elizabethtown into a biking
community.
City planner Paul Tice,
himself a bicycle enthusiast,
says biking is a national sport
which seems to be more
popular in urban areas.
He says the main reason
more biking does not take
place in Hardin County may
be that facilities in the country
are limited and bicyclists need
to feel that biking is safe.
In order to implement a
bikeway system, planners
think there would have to be a
two-step strategy.

Ashland Public
Library May Suffer
Budget Cut

First, there would have to be
education and enforcement of
bicycle safety rules. Second,
there would have to be an
organized biking system
which would provide facilites
to make biking safe and which
would minimize the conflict
bicyclists and
between
motorists.

Mother, Son
To Go On Trial
In Circuit Court
DRESDEN,Tenn.(AP)— A
mother and son accused of
plotting to kidnap the wife of
McKenzie businessman Ben
Gaines are to go on trial in July in Weakley County Circuit
Court.
Judge Phil Harris has set
June 16 as a preliminary hearing date for Mrs. Farris
Margaret Wilson, 60, and her
son, David Wilson, 27, and has
set July 11 as a tentative trial
date.
The WiLsons are accused of
conspiring to kidnap Mrs.
Ludie Gaines and hold her for
$1 million ransom and
Wilson's release from prison.
Wilson and brothers Andy
and Doug Dixon, all of Paris,
Tenn., pleaded guilty to the
1978 kidnapping of Jodie
Gaines, the Gaines' daughter,
and were sentenced to terms
ranging from 25 to 45 years in
prison.

The Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research at the
University of TennesseeMartin, will be the feature
speaker May 31 at the final
ASHLAND, Ky. API—The
meeting of the year for the
Jackson Purchase Historical Ashland Public Library will
be operating with about
Society,in Mayfield.
Dr. Ronald N. Satz will $17,000 less during its next
speak on the subject, "The fiscal year if a budget proposJackson Purchase Treaty in ed by Librarian Juliette
Bryson is approved by the
Historical Perspective."
President Riley Kay of library's board of trustees.
The days of free library serJonathan Creek explained this
date, which is the earliest vice to Boyd County would
ever, has been set to enable in come to an end, and the
bookmobile would operate onIncoming president, Dr
Wendell Bone of Mayfield to ly one day each week, Miss
make a scheduled Trip to the Bryson says.
On the positive side,
Holy Land.
The location of the 6:30 din- however, the library should be
Subscribers who have not
ner meeting is Devanti's Steak able to begin a million-dollar
received their home-delivered
House in the Mayfield Shopp- construction-renovation procopy of The limey Woo 1kses by
ing Plaza on Kentucky 121 ject within the next few mon- 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
ths.
Is
meal
the
of
South. The price
Saturdays are urged
The board has delayed ac- 3,30 p.m.
$8.00 per person.
to call 153-1016 between 5:30 psi
on
meeting
June
the
until
don
a
include
Other business will
sod i p.m., Monday *calk Friday, w
report from the nominating Miss Bryson's budget of 3:30 p.m. ssd
Saturdays.
anon
based
is
which
committee for the vice $197,000,
A circulation deportment emsame
the
of
president-president-elect, and ticipated revenues
ployee is on duty during these
secretary-treasurer; a state- amount.
time periods to insure delivery
"We will delete two posi- of your newspaper Coils must
ment from Dr. Hunter Hancock, tour director, on the tions from our staff — one be placed by 6 p.m weekdays orpossibilities for the fall trip; library technician and one 4 PA. Saturdays to guorontee
delivery.
and a report from Journal page as of July 1," she said.
zeoulor business office
"Fortunately, the two pereditor, Dr. Glenn Wilcox. Due
to the meeting's being a month sons whose jobs are being hours of The Murray Mem 1 Tie
earlier, the Journal probably deleted are students who will are I 4.a. la 5 p.m.. Monday
cannot be distributed at this transfer to the University of through Friday and a.m Is sow
Saturdays .
Kentucky In August."
session.
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Relieves
pain For attorepation write
Box 102 Murroy Kentucky
Money Bock Guo,ontee

Erv Washer is no longer with
Murray Supply Lawn and
Garden Center, he has opened
his own shop, open from 2 til 8
pm, Monday through Friday at
Lynn Grove Gym Will do work
on chain saws, road tillers.
lawn mowers, and any small
gas engine

ssociate
essee at
I Shirley
the ineing ofte Park.
iction in
cussion.
ky Lake.
3n of Ex-

We have the Ken
Holland prints an a
wide selection of
ready-made frames.
CARTER STUDIO
304 Main St. 753-8298
Pick your own strawberries!
Blakemore and Tennessee
Beauty. 4 miles west of Tri-City
on Highway 83. Hoyt Adams.
382-2360.
GUNS
We buy and sell
new & used

ion

and slides.
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ROGER'S
GUN SHOP
low prices

Position
currently
available for staff
technologist.
Our
hospital is a 556-bed
full-service institution
providing a wide range
of modern rodiologic
technology.
Salary
based upon experience.
Excellent
benefit
program. Send resume
or contact Jane Fuqua,
Personnel Director,
Jackson-Modison County General Hospital,
Jackson, TN 38301.
19011 424-0424.

Check
l
Your "il

Exterior painting, very
reasonable, Call 753-9607.
Will thoroughly clean your
home once a week for a fixed
fee. If you desire more cleaning
per week it can be arranged.
Have references. Call 7530480.

10. Bus. Opportunity

•
Advertiser', are requested
to check. the first insertion of ads for corrections. This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTI/Ft US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR
r

Own your own business from
one of the largest corporations
in America and enjoy it's fantastic benefits, the Shaklee
way. For more information call
753-0541 or 753-9486.
SUMMER tin Couldn't you
use more fresh green cash in
the hand? Cash for a car,
books, vacations or tuitions.
You can get it by working with
us. Call 443-6469 between 8
AM and 10 AM only. An equal
opportunity employer.

13. For Sale or Trade
1976 Ford Explorer truck
camper top, Michelin steel
belted radials, power and air,
AM-FM radio, tape. Will trade
for lot or city property. 7533456 days, 753-5402 evenings.

Spring cleaning special! 10%
15. Articles For Sale
off, limited time only. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 436- Treated landscaping ties, approximately 3"x5"x8', may be
2731.
stained or painted. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
We BuyStreet.
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-Pawn
FOR SALE
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Cash For
GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16K
18K, 22K; SILVER COINS
1964 and
before;
STERLING

135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Coll
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

Verrioq's
Western Store
end
Pawn Shop

Wedding gown, sue 10. Iso
long evening dress, size 12.
Call 753-2247,

Olympic Ploct
w. neer saver cella storfing (mead.

Electric
stove, $25;
Refrigerator, $50; Stereo, $50;
Chain saw, $100. Call 7591275.
Solid maple 5 piece bedroom
suite. Call 753-5008
Used Sears dishwasher, good
condition, $75. Call 753-0687
or 762-3813.

faYearo) sod phi Items io •tchorepe
merchandise allealog Me hiphom ones,
Me merit, ideas My dye pry co,
sal dyer.

5. Lost and Found
REWARD
Wandered
or
stolen. Black male
Toy Poodle. 2 miles
east on 94. 7530089

16. Home Furnishings

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux authorized sales and
service Tony Montgomery, 7536760.

PRE-SEASON SALE
neason Passes for the Murray-Calloway County Swim-

I

ing Pool may be purchased at the Sale Price now that
June 2

FAMILY PASSES.$60.00
SINGLE PASSES - $30.00

may be obtained crt the Park Office, 104 4
Gyn Street, 753-7640.
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Lloyd W. Housman, MD
Sally Holt Channey, MD

announce the association of

business office
iy ledger & Ilassi m.. Monday
rid Ii a le coon.

Y AVAILABLE

Gary P. England, MD
for the practice of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.

2226 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Office By Appointment Only
502-442-9414

22. Musical

U
s.

43. Real Estate

Bible Facts Free Store tor the John Deere Special Extra 10%
needy 759-4600
off on car and tractor filters, a
brand new item horn John
6. Help Wanted
Deere G & Y Farm Center. 3
Experienced small engine miles south of Murray on U S
mechanic to work on a percen- 641 Phone 759-4440
tage basis Only experienced
need apply Richard Small 1975 John Deere 140 lawn
Engine Services, Hazel 492- tractor, 4' mower, automatic
transmission 753-9240
8519
Earn 350.00/hundred secur- 510 Massey combine with 14'
ing, stuffing Envelopes. free grain header and floating cutcietals, reply: "Homeworkers- ter bar, Call 489-2425
S12'', Box 94485, Schaum- 245 Massey Ferguson diesel
burg IL 60194.
tractor, approximately 80
hours, all extras, 9 months old
EADIOlOGIC
Contact Howard Brandon, 753TECHNOLOGIST
4389

9. Situation Wanted

753 3309

0111111111111111111111111W
19. Farm Elpiipment

MOUT REALTY, WC.
smear
L
Ile Leaden moo ev.l

any

may.ba.or ma sakes

"It's cause for concern, Senator. We could

COUNTRY CHARM
You must see this
home on one acre to
appreciate. Spacious
den w/woodburning
stove. Secluded setting
with several trees, and
stream, with frontage
on blacktop road only
10 mi. from Murray.
Only $20,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We're bringing
the 1980's home to
you!! DIAMOND IN
THE ROUGH
Just listed this handyman's special 4room home on 2
beautifully wooded
acres only 11
/
2 miles
from Murray. This is a
real pocketbook
pleaser at only $10,500.
Phone the friendly
folks at Kopperud
Realty,753-1=. We're
working hard to provide the best possible
real estate service for
you.

New and used Baldwin pianolose the same election Carter would.",
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., 32. Apts. For Rent
43. Real Estate
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Furnished apartments, one or
1.1 ACM of rolling land with
two bedrooms, also sleeping
approximately 1 IOU h at
Grand pianos used, Baby Grand rooms Zimmerman Apartfrontage on Hwy. No 121
53", French Grand 56", con- ments South 16th Street 753West and on additional 1 ,1 00
cert 9 ft. Baldwin Grand. Prac- 6609
ft frontoge on a secondary
tice pianos, Used Baldwin
rood Several good building
spots and some wooded area
organ and Hammond organ. New 2 bedroom brick duplex
Near Coldwater and only
with
extra
large
closets
No
New Baldwin organs and
516.500.
pianos. Lonardo Piano Com- pets $250 per month 753pany, Paris, TN, across from 0814
Post Office.
One bedroom furnished with JOHN SMITH
water furnished, one or two
24. Miscellaneous
adults, $50 deposit, $80 per
For sale: 35-50,000 BTU gas
month. One mile out of city
wall furnace, like new. Phone
limits, Phone 753-5405.
753-8214 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom and one
For sale: Solar heaters and
bedroom, both furnished
753-7411
storage rods for any size area.
Couples only. No pets. Water
AROUND THE CLOCK
Call 759-1207 after 5 pm.
furnished. Call 753-1203.
For sale: 100 pieces double
Two bedroom apartment. Best buy in town! 819 North Do you know why we say "Sellstrength glass, approximately
Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, 20th. Three bedroom, 2 bath, ing a house is easy, keeping it
42"x42", $10 each. Call 753- garbage disposal,
washer and wood burning fireplace, 2 car sold is tough?" More than 50%
0701.
garage, and well landscaped of all home sales have major
dryer. All electric. 753-9240.
John Deere 11448'' cut yard Three bedroom, unfurnished yard. $59,800. Gall Spann closing problems. 50%! That's
Realty Associates, 753-7724 why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
mower, excellent. Contact
apartment, central heat and anytime,
Howard Brandon, 753-4389.
Realtors are trained to concenair, very nice, quiet
•
•••-•••••., trate on follow-through. No
26.1Y-Radio
neighborhood, $250 per mon- •
paperwork detail is too small,
CB radio for sale. Call 753- th. Two bedroom, partly fur- •
no processing or financial pronished, spacious, $130 per
8793 after 5 pm.
cfclure too unimportant to
month. Call 753-8731.
27. Noble Home Sales Two bedroom duplex for single •
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
to make sure your sale closes
1971,Pari Avenue, 12x50, fur-. person or couple. $145 per
BOYD-MAJORS
on time and you get all you exnished. 474-2267 or 474-8852. month. Reference and deposit
REAL ESTATE
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
required.
489-2595.
753-8080
/
2
12x65 Three bedroom, .11
of Mind," We put it all in
bath on approximately 1 acre 33. Rooms for Rent
writing in an agreement called
"Professional Services
lot just minutes from Murray.
the Action Warranty. And then
,With The Fnendly Touch!"
Rooms
for
rent,
one
block
from
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
we back it up with the most
stove, and air-conditioner. Gas University, boys or girls. Call
VACANT-READY
important agreement of all: A
753-1812
or
759-4909.
heat Outside storage. Underhandshake...We mean what we
FOR YOU
pinned and strapped down. 34. Houses For Rent
Nice 3 Br. home with say. Call Century 21 Loretta
753-6677.
Call
$11,500.
plenty of living space, Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
Four bedroom house, 6 miles
28. Mob. Home Rents east of Murray on Highway 280. 2 bath, LR., family You're moving to a new city.
room, dining room, What good does it do to call
Trailer for rent, 12x60, furnish- Call 753-6612 or 753-5200.
recently redecorated
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ed, near Murray. extra clean. Two bedroom furnished all
and
carpeted
Realtors here in MurNo pets. Call 489-2118.
electric home, 50 feet from
throughout. A very
ray?...Because a Century 21
campus. No pets. $200 per
29. Heating-Cooling
good buy at 29,900.
Neighborhood Professional
month, $200 deposit. Call 753We buy and sell used air- 9829.
WE NOW
from the city you are moving to
conditioners and air comwill promptly call you. They'll
OFFER
pressors. Dill Electric, 753- Two bedroom unfurnished
100 acres mil off Hwy. take the time to find out the
house on Palestine Church
9104 or 753-1551.
280, mostly timber, kind of home you'll be looking
road near Aurora. Call 753has lovely building site for. They'll give you some ideas
30. Business Rental
7337 or 437-4617.
(Old Home Placel, about your new community.
38.
Pets-Supplies
OFFICE
lots of Highway fron- And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
tage. Not far from
Basic and Advanced dog obeSPACE
to look at upon your arrival.
dience classes. All breeds and
Blood River. $63,000.
This service is part of the CenFOR RENT
ages. Professional instructor.
tury 21 VIP Referral Program.
436-2858.
7534080
Good location. Excellent
It links together the more than
41. Public Sale
facilities.
parking
7,500 Century 21 offices
Newly redecorated.
4 Party yard sale, Thursday, Fri- How can you finance your around the country. If you're
Over 1 800 sq. ft. Will
day and Saturday, May 29th. house in this crazy economy? about to sell your house, call
30th and 31st. 1506 Henry. Everybody has an idea these Century 21 Loretta Jobs
rent all or port.
Baby clothes; new adult days on financing, But you Realtors. And then you're on
Available June 1, 1980.
clothes, size 16, never worn; don't just need ideas You your way to the easiest move
753-8355 or 436old dishes of all kinds; wagon need the best ideas, and plenty you've ever made - going and
4839.
wheels; something for of them. That's why Century 21 coming. Call Loretta Jobs
everyone. Come and nose Loretta Jobs Realtors are train- Realtors at 753-1492.
Business or office space
ed to show you 21 different
around,
available for rent or lease.
ways to creatively finance Close to court square. Private
whether you are buying or sellHaving a yard sale?
customer parking. Call 753ing. And we take the necessary
Then pickup your fret
4109.
time to explore your options,
yard sale signs from
and to formulate your bestil
Small commercial building and
the Gallery of Homes
course of action_ Stop in atl
one bedroom furnished apartoffice on Highway 641
1200 Sycamore or call Century
ment. Call 753-2967 after 5
N. in The Village Shop21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
pm.
ping Center just
753-1492. In a crazy economy
across from the
LIVE AND
you need all the help you can
' Mini
Boston Tea Party.
EARN
get
A lovely well-kept
Waraieues•
JOHN SMITH
older home on a corner
Sterage Spec*
Purim & Thema*
lot. House has 3
lasersoce &
bedrooms, formal dinFar Reef
ing room, sun porch, 2
Real Estate
753-47511
baths, and a full baseScythed, Court Square
ment. Large living
Murray,
Kentucky
1000 Square feet in Souths'ide
room with a fireplace
753-7411
153-4431
Shopping Center, Call 753AROUND THE CLOCK
with gas logs. Modern
6612 or 753-5200.
kitchen. All this lplus a
nice 2 bedroom garage
32. Apts. For Rent
apartment on the back
/
2 bath,
Duplex, 2 bedroom, 11
of the lot for potential
appliances furnished. $250.
income to help fight inCall 759-4406.
flation. 60's.
For rent Two bedroom
Also household, lawn indoors and outtownhouse apartment; range,
PEACEFUL
refrigerator, dishwasher,
RETREAT '
doors!
disposer, washer and dryer
Beautifully wooded
hookup, central heat and air.
waterfront lot in nice
all carpet. 753-7550.
location fronting on
Furnished apartment near
Prefesslonal P*21 ControlKentucky Lake. Also
downtown Murray Call 753included is quality 24109
boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
FOR RENT
mobile home with
Nice furnished apart
large covered front
ments for 1, 2. 3 or 4
wooden deck. Get
college girls. Summer
ready for spring and
and fall semester, with
summer relaxing days
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home
_swimming
pool
ahead by checking out
but never think about termites they cause the most
privilege. Coll 753this good buy. $24,500.
damage next to fife. Have your home treated now'
5865 days or 753-5108
Phone Kopperud Real753-3914. Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
after 6 p.m. and on
ty, 753-1= for all the,
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience
information.
Sunday.
Home owned and operoted.

n

WE
TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

.•••

43. Real Estate
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44. Lots For Sale
Lots in Bagwell Manor
reasonable Call Howard Bran
don, 753-4389
3.8 Wooded acres in Whiskey
Ridge, $4000.00. 753-0579.

46. Homes For Sale
By owner: 4 bedroom house in
country Energy saving firplace
insert, newly carpeted
downstairs, store
and
refrigerator On one acre
$20,000. Call 753-0521 or
753-1604 evenings.
Extra nice new 2 bedroom
brick duplex in Northwood
Priced in $50'! 753-0814.
For sale by owner 2 bedroom
brick home near University. 2
bathrooms, fireplace and wood
heat, remodeled kitchen, hardwood floors, deck and large
shaded backyard. Priced to sell
at $39,500. Phone 753-6618
for appointment.
New home at Panorama
Shores: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
and wood burning stove. Can
be seperated into two seperate
living quarters. Beautiful lake
view. Owner willing to sacrifice
in order to sell. Also reasonable
financing available. 753-9576.
Sale or lease, option to buy 4
bedroom tri-level. 1102 Doran.
759-4868.
Three bedroom brick home, 2
baths, large kitchen with builtins, family room with fireplace,
central heat and air. city
schools. $58,500_ 1719
Magnolia Drive. 759-1508.

47. Motorcycles
Face shields - buy one, get one
free! Motorcylce Parts and Service, 307 North 4th Open
afternoons, 4:00-6 00, Saturdays 9100-3:00
XR-75 Motorcycle and a Motorcross bicycle. Call 753-7904,
1979 Yamaha XS-I1 Special.
1800 miles, like new, $3200
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.

48. Auto. Services
For sale! Set 15 inch Rally
wheels for Chevrolet truck: set
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck;
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
ply. one 10-15 LT. all terrain
tire, new, one 10-15 LT. B.F.
Goodrich all terrain tire, ujecl;
one B F. Goodrich 700x15 LT.,
new tires, one Goodyear hi
miler 700x15 L.T. used tire.
Phone 753-7393.
Opel and Datsun parts and
repairs. Opel GT engine, repair
and save. Call 474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1969 Buick Skylark, 2-door,
good condition. Gall 436-2289
after 6 pm.
1977 Buick Century Special.
red, 2-door, white Landau top,
V-6, 20 mpg, AM-FM 8-track,
spoke wheels. $2500. Call 7537192.
1974 Cutlass Supreme. $1800.
759-4000.
1973 Camaro 350 CID, Craig
stereo, Goodyear radials, good
condition. Best offer. Call 7538257.
1977 Chevrolet Impala, power
steering and brakes, air, split
seats, silver with red interior,
in excellent condition. $2900.
753-8762.
1973 Mazda RX-2, 4-speed, air,
radial tires, good condition.
Call 436-5353.
1966 Mustang for sale, cheap.
Call 436-2826.
New 1980 Toyota's from
$4610! AM-FM 8-track, stripes,
body side moldings, 33/43
EPA rating. HATCHER AUTO
SALLS.
1978 Thunderbird, priced to
sell, excellent condition. One
owner. 753-9795.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Ford van, fully customized inside and custom paint
outside. Digital reed out clock
and AM-FM tape deck. $2250.
Call 1-354-6217.
For sale, 1976 GMC halt ton
pickup. Sharp! $1500. Call
436-2590.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
$1800. Call 753-5889,
Rare, 1964 Ford Econline
pickup, semi, custom, lust
needs finishing Can be seen at
1109½ Vine Street

51. CaI
IIP1113
Extra nice 14 ft camper Gas,
oattery and electric powered
$1050 Also 19/6 ford 6
cylinder van $1595 489-2595.

53. Services Offered
Ken's lawnmower and complete auto service Overby
Rood. Shop 753-8696 home
759-1221 Fast service'

52. Boats and Motors
Kennedy • Littleton Lawn Se
vices Yard work, lawn mowing
Free estimates Call /53-5523
or 753-1259 any time
53. Services Offensd
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Hand tinting and oil
door with di...unction
MOBILE 140ME ANCHORS,
at
roofs sealed, and underpinnCARTER STI Din
ing. Aluminum or fiberglass.
384 Main St. 7$3-s29s
Also patio awnings and carports, single or double lack
Air-conditioning and refrigera- Glover, 753-1873 after 6 Pm.
tion, service work on all
brands. Used air-conditioners
GARDENS 8,
and refrigerators for sale Bill
YARDS
Rollins, 753-0762.
Caned & Fertilized
remodelhome
TYPES
AA-1 All
Gardens Worked
maintenance
and
ing
Ready for planting the same
day.
References. Guaranteed work
Bush
Hogging
Biodework
Free estimates Call 753-8948
Dee Jaime.
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
153.5,,, Limey Gerlead
753!leSe
Bulldozing, backhoe work and
753-117Se
septic systems, Call 437-4533
or 354-8161 after 8 pm.
Blacktopping,
Mitchell
driveways and small jobs a
PAINTING
Residential, Farm
speciality, also patching and
and Commercial
seal coating. 753-1537.
Spray, brash roller
15 Yrs. Experience
Need work on your trees ToppRALPH WORLEY
ing. pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Gall
436-n53
BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
Brick patio and walks, also professional tree care. 753wooden patio decks, Free 8536.
estimates. Have references. PAINTING. Interior and exCall 759-1859 or 753-6581.
terior. Free estimates. Call 753Concrete and block Work_ Block 9059 or 753-3955 after 6 pm
garages, basements, driveways, References available.
walks, patios, steps, free Painting, paperhanging, comestimates. Charles Barnett. mercial or residential,. Farm
753-5476.
buildings etc. Free estimates
759-1987.
DRIVEWAYS
S & S Painting Co custom
WHITE ROCKED
painting since 1975 Free
AND GRADED
estimates 759-4020
Hauling Ag Lime Gray el
Tractor work, bushhogging,
Dirt, Sand any krid elite
plowing, discing, blade work,
rock
gardens. Free estimates. Call
Den 1e1e1e1 Ricky Edwards
753-7400 or 753-2632.
753-511/9
753-4142
753-11714
Will do plumbing, air conditioning, repairs and remodeling
Driveways and parking areas around the home such as
white rocked and graded, Free carpentry, painting, roofing
estimates, Have rip-rap, pea and concrete work. Call 753gravel, lime, one ton and up. 2211 or 753 9600.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
S.
Dale Spencer's sandblasting
ROOFING
and painting and backhoe serAll types, Free
vice. Call 753-6626. if no
Estimates, Call 759answer call 753-5198.
451 2 or 759-1 859
For all your plumbing inaigits. AN work guaranstallations or repairs, all work
teed
guaranteed, experienced. Call
Will haul driveway white rock
753-8950,
Fence sales at Sears now. Call and Ag lime also have any type
Sears 753-2310 for free of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
estimates for your needs
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- 753-6763
tinous gutters installed per
do
landscaping
your specifications. Call Sears Will
maintenance, lawn mowing,
753-2310 for free estimates.
hedge trimming. Call 753Insulation blown in by Sears, 0366.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-- Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete2310. for free estimates
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
COURTNEY SMALL
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
ENGINE REPAIR
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1977 fkdrosport 17 bass, 115
Mercury, fully equipped 7536760

&

Mowers, Tillers, Chainsows
last SeryKe
Guoronteec
work Will pickup and deliver
753-4.44.

K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps. We can remove stumps
up to 24" below the ground.
leaving only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343. or 435-4319.

1-442-7026.
Will wash and was and hand
buff any and all cars. trucks.
$25 for more information call
753-2696
Will clean basements, garages,
attics. Will haul a way anything
that can be put in pickup
truck_ 492-8285 after 6 pm.
Will mow yards and haul brush.
Call 753-4921.

NORIMBIOCKLE BARRER SHOP
see wa..1 Skeet
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW WNW M1HMS:
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pries el
IKS SIAN IS'
NANKIN si.0
4

Heue window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, inured and experienced. Call 159-1116
Rey or eight

•

.3tv..•.tavivet

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nice Wm. I Nacel • 2 bedroom, lop Frring rem,
dieing new latches, bait & screened I. beck peak.
Fully carpeted, electric bon, elendevro slap, storm
window 8,4leerc,ertre lei for garde., Nice outside
neruge looldieg. Ow gest ctate lac Cal 492-8630 Of
733-29SS.
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Deaths & Funerals I

Ophus Cleaver Dies
Friday; Formerly
Of This County

Polls...

Rites Are Today
For The Rev. Hill
Final rites for the Rev.
Walter Lee Hill, former
=lister of South Pleasant
Grove and Kirksey United
Methodist
Churches in
Calloway County, are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
Camden United Methodist
Church, Camden,Tenn.
Burial will follow in the
Bethlehem Cemetery near
Huntingdon, Tenn., with the
arrangements by the
Stockdale-Malin
Funeral
Home,Camden.
The Rev. Hill, 78, died Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at a hospital
at Camden, Tenn., where he

Ophus Cleaver, former resident of Calloway County, died
Friday at a hospital in St.
Lows, Mo. He was 70 years of
age and the son of the Late Mr
and Mrs. Everett Cleaver.
Funeral and burial services
were held Monday at
Caseyville, Ill.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Adele Cleaver, three
daughters — Debartha, Guendolyn and Ealine, six grandchildren, and two great grandDr. Robert Goetz (left), faculty advisor to the Murray State University(MSU)Student
children, all of the St. Louis
Chapter of the Wildlife Society, and Richard Lowe, nongame biologist at TVA's Land
area.
Between The Lakes (Lit), recently released a red-tailed hawk in LBL that had been
Also surviving are two resided.
He is survived by his wifeoe-rehablitated to good health. After losing a leg in an accident, the hawk was trained for
brothers, Cecil Cleaver, Murover six weeks to feed and care for itself. This hawk represented the fifth raptor (bird
ray Route 2, and Otto Cleaver, Mrs. Willie Auberry Hill; one
of prey)that the MSU Wildlife Society has treated and released this year.
East St. Louis, Ill.; six sisters daughter, Mary Lee Hill,
— Dortha of Sarsota, Fla., In- Memphis, Tenn.; four sons,
ez of Paducah, Ulaine of Robert T.(Bob) Hill, Murray,
Greenbrier, Ark., Nadean of the Rev. Walter Glenn Hill,
Marion, Ill., Imogene Walker Cayce, David C. Hill, Hamof Louisiana, and Deloris of mond, La., and James Phillip
ed a rally of his Uganda Peo- remained at the site Monday
INTERNATIONAL
Hill, Memphis, Tenn.; 10
Granite City, nt.
ple's Congress. In Kampala, night. But spokesmen for the
KWANGJU, South Korea
grandchildren
including
where Obote is not popular, organizer of the protest, the
(AP) — Thousands of governRobert, Jr., Leah, and Jimmy
there were rumors of protest Coalition for Direct Action at
ment troops clamped tight
Hill of Murray.
Seabrook, said they planned a
strikes.
martial law on Kwangju today
"mass presence and moving
WASHINGTON
after retaking the provincial
Funeral services for Mrs.
WASHINGTON ( API — picket" today along U.S. 1 in
capital from rebellious
Gerne Lee Wells of Murray
President Carter says the front of the plant.
students in a three-hour battle
Route 3, widow of Billie Wells,
7,000 sailors of the nuclearand putting down the most
The funeral for Mrs. Dallie serious challenge in years to
were held Monday at 2 p.m. at
powered Nimitz Battle Group
the chapel of the Blalock- Davis Colson is being held to- military rule in South Korea.
were "the major factor in proday
at
2
p.m.
at
the
chapel
of
Coleman Funeral Home with
tecting the lives of the 53
At least 16 persons were killthe
Goodwin
Funeral
Home,
Elder Arlie Larimer and the
hostages still held" in Iran.
ed, raising the reported death
Rev. Truman H. Sanders of- Cadiz, with the Rev. Otis toll to 277 in the 10 days since
Carter flew out to sea MonJones
officiating. Burial will anti -government day to offer his personal
ficiating. Mrs. Otto Erwin was
follow
in
the
Matheny
organist.
demonstrations began.
thanks to the men of the airKEY WEST, Fla. (AP) —
in
the
Land
Pallbearers were Charles Cemetery
craft carrier Nimitz and its The "Freedom Flotilla," the
Lamb, Purdom
Parks, Between the Lakes.
two cruiser escorts as they waning Cuban boatlift, claim(UNDATED) — The United
Mrs. Colson,79, died Sunday
Richard Newport, Tom Wells,
neared a Memorial Day ed another life as four defecStates, buoyed by a
Keys Wells, and Radford at 5:30 a.m, at the Murrayhomecoming in Norfolk, Va., tors and more than 3,000 new
unanimous ruling by the
Wells. Burial was in the Ivy Calloway Courtly Hospital.
after nearly nine months away refugees arrived at a dockside
World Court, says it might try
Her husband, Floyd Wilson again to get U.N. Security
Cemetery.
from home port.
processing center here.
Mrs. Wells, 79, died Satur- Colson, died in 1964.
NATIONAL
Council action against Iran if
A steady stream of arriving
She is survived by one the revolutionary regime conday at the Murray-Calloway
VANCOUVER, Wash. I AP
boats has pushed the 37-day
daughter, Mrs. Needmore tinues to reject the court's
County Bospital.
— Mount St. Helens was total of refugees past 81,000.
She is survived by two Higgins, Benton Route 5; one
order to release the 53 hiding under clouds and More than 2,000 boats have
sister,
Mrs.
Dora
Carroll,
daughters, Mrs. H.L Tidwell,
discreetly blowing steam after returned from Cuba's Mariel
American hostages.
Murray Route 3, and Mrs. Bill Murray Route 6; one brother,
a rowdy weekend, but scien- harbor and Coast Guard
Deputy Secretary of State
Marvin
L.
Cothran,
Murray
Crouse, Murray; two sons,
tists warned that new earth- Cmdr. Samuel Dennis said
Warren Christopher noted
.franklin Wells, Southfield, Route 3; Uee grandchildren;
quakes may mean new erup- Monday there may be as few
that the Soviet and Polish
three
great
grandchildren; judges on the International tions.
Mich., and Martin Wells, Muras "100 to 200 boats" remainray; two sisters, Mrs. Golden three step great grandHelicopter pilots'hoped for ing.
Court of Justice voted with the
Ragsdale, Murray Route 3, children.
other 13 members to order
better weather today in the efBoats have been returning
and Mrs. Richard Lassiter,
Iran to free the captives, and fort to find the 76 people still at the rate of about 40 to 50 per
Murray; eight grandchildren;
he told reporters Monday in
missing since the volcano day, while the Coast Guard
13 great grandchildren.
Geneva,Switzerland, that this erupted violently on May 18. has prevented new boats from
"dramatically changed" the The death toll stood at 21, ac- going to Cuba.
hostage situation.
cordiag to the U.S. Forest Ser"We're hoping it will be over
vice.
soon. It's hard to predict,"
KAMPALA, Uganda (AP)
Mrs. Essie Roane, former
said Judy Weiss of the Federal
SEABROOK, N.H. (API — Emergency
resident of Hazel, died Sunday — Former President Milton
Management
A depleted band of anti- Agency.
at 10 p.m. at a hospital at Obote comes home today to a
Hazel Mayor William Pratt Jackson, Miss. She was 89 mixed welcome and good pro- nuclear protesters plotted an
Meanwhile, a 19-year-old
has announced that the annual years of age.spects of returning to power early morning blockade of the refugee became the 26th
clean up day for residents of
The deceased was the wife after nine years in exile in Seabrook nuclear power plant fatality of the flotilla. Officials
Hazel will begin Wednesday, of A. E. Roane, Sr., who died neighboring Tanzania.
today, raising the possibility said the youth apparently died
May 28, and will continue in 1945. She had been residing
Thousands of jubilant sup- of a confrontation with con- Sunday of carbon monoxide
through Friday, May 30.
in Jackson, Miss., and was a porters went to the southern struction workers.
poisoning from the motor of a
Mayor Pratt said residents member of the Seventh-day border town of Bushenyi, a
Fewer than half of the pro- packed boat. Two other
may do a general cleaning of Adventist Church. Born Dec. political stronghold where testers who began the refugees were hospitalized in
their homes and place the 14, 1890, in Calloway County, their 55-year-old hero schedul- demonstrations on Saturday critical condition after a Coast
throw away items at the curb she was the daughter of the
Guard helicopter airlifted
to be picked up by the street late Strather Sisson and Katie
them from the pleasure craft
department.
Thomas Sisson.
"St. Christopher."
Mrs. Roane is survived by
The young man has
two sons, Lloyd Roane of
relatives in Miami and had
Jackson, Miss., and A. E.
recently been released from a
Roane, Jr., Pulaski,Va.
Cuban jail, federal officials
CINCINNATI (API — Chris classes of about 35 students said.
The funeral is being held toThe death toll from the
day at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel Dickey's dream of being a have found jobs working on
Three local men and a of the Miller Funeral Home, truck diesel mechanic faded the river for $11,000 to $13,000 boatlift includes seven Cubanjuvenile were arrested follow- Hazel, with Elder Luther May two years ago because of poor to start.
Americans who drowned
ing the Thursday theft of an officiating and Mrs. Oneida high school grades.
-There is no other field that crossing the Florida Straits,
estimated $1,000 in coins from White as organist. Burial will
But he's found an even big- young men their age can go in- an elderly woman refugee who
the trailer of Ruth Earley, follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
ger dream on the river.
to and have a better future suffered a heart attack at the
Lakeway Trailer Courts, KenWhen Dickey graduates in than this,- said John Coomer, dock, three refugees who died
tucky 94 East, according to a
June from the Inland Water- an instructor.
in an earlier carbon monoxide
Calloway County Sheriff's Ofways Occupations program in
Coomer is a retired towboat poisoning incident and 14 who
fice spokesman.
the Cincinnati School system, pilot who worked on the Ohio, drowned in the sinking of the
The juvenile, currently lodghe'll go to work as a deck hand
Mississippi. Missouri and pleasure craft "Olo Ytuni."
ed in the Juvenile Detention
for a towboat firm in Mem- Kentucky rivers for 27 years.
LOUISVILLE, Ky
AP-USDA I —
Center, was charged with one Estimated receipts cattle and calves phis, Tenn.
Students enter the two-year
feeders 50 percent, mannered to
count of first-degree burglary 2,000;
Since 1978, when the schools
program as high school
Last week's doge slaughter steers 1.00and one count of theft by 1.50 lower; some dairy bride 3.00-4.00 bought the towboat, the juniors. There, they'll get
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Mrs. Gertie Wells'
Rites Held Monday

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Colson

Cuban Boatlift,
'Freedom Flotilla,'
Claims Another Life

Cleanup Days
To Be Hazel

Mrs. Essie Roane
Dies Sunday With
Rites Held Today

Thwarted Dream Is
Even Bigger On River

Juvenile, Local
Men Arrested
Following Theft

Livestock Market

Former President Gerald R. Ford,
who played Monday in a pro-celebrity
golf tournament in Louisville, said he
more or lean expected Bush's decision.
Ford said Bush probably did the right
thing, "although a little competition
never hurt anybody. The competition
might have been good for the party. But
I understand him not wanting to commit funds he doesn't have."
With the Bush withdrawal, the
Democratic presidential primary in
which President Carter faces Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., is the only
statewide race that may attract attention outside Kentucky.
However, Carter is expected to win
most of the delgates to the Democratic
National Convention in New York.
Neither candidate has made a serious
effort in the state.
The polls will be open today from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m local time.
Only registered Democrats and
Republicans are eligible to vote in the
party primaries. According to the State
Board of Elections, 1,200,814
Democrats and 490,587 Republicans are
registered to vote in the primary.
Kentucky law does not permit
crossover voting, which has played a
key role in primaries in some other
states. The 56,342 voters registered as
independents or affiliated with minor
parties may vote only in nonpartisan
judicial races.
Write-in votes are prohibited,
although a voter may elect to vote "uncommitted" in the Republican or
Democratic presidential primary.
Fair weather was forecast across the
state, which could increase the turnout
in the state's urban areas.
In addition to the presidential
primaries, both parties have lightly
contested Senate primaries.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., is up for
re-election, opposed in the Democratic
primary by Flora Stuart, a Bowling
Green lawyer in her first political race.
Six Republicans are running for the
Senate nomination.
In the 1st Congressional District,
Clara Humphrey of Murray, a Murray
High School English teacher, and Kenneth Rains of Hopkinsville, an
ophthalmic assistant, oppose the incumbent, Carroll Hubbard Jr. of

Hog Market

Mayfield for the Democratic nomination. There is no Republican opposition.
In the other districts, Democrats
have congressional primaries in each
district but the 2nd, where incumbent
US. Rep. William Natcher of Bowling
Green was renominated without opposition.
Republicans have congressional
primaries in the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th
districts. In other districts the party
either did not field a candidate against
the Democratic incumbent or there
were no challengers for the Republican
incumbent.
Two of the seven U.S. House races
have generated considerable interest.
John Y. Brown Sr., 80, father of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., livened up the 6th
District Democratic race with his late
entry. But state Sen. Tom Easterly remained the favorite to oppose incumbent Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky ., in the
fall.
The 5th District contest features an
11-candidate Republican scramble for
nomination to succeed Rep. Tim Lee
Carter, R-Ky., who is retiring. The GOP
nomination all but means election in the
heavily Republican District.
Three other Republicans are on the
presidential ballot: John Anderson,
former Minnesota Gov, Harold Stassen
and Los Angeles businessman Benjamin Fernandez.
A federal judge refused to order
Anderson's name taken off despite his
switch to an independent, saying his
withdrawal from the Republican race
did not come in time.
Anderson supporters have scheduled
a news conference today at the
secretary of state's office in Frankfort
on their petition drive to get Anderson
on the November ballot.
They also expect to go to court,
because of Kentucky's so-called "sore
loser" law baring a losing major party
candidate in the primary from running
as an independent in November.
"The only way they would accept it is
by court order," said Anderson supporter Joel Goldstein."We expect to go
to court to obtain that order."
Other Democrats on the presidential
ballot are former Mississippi Gov. Cliff
Finch and Cleveland, Ohio, lawyer
Richard Kay.

Korean Troops Clamp Martial
Law On Kwangju After Battle
By TERRY A. ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer

KWANGJU, South Korea
(AP) — Thousands of government troops clamped tight
martial law on Kwangju today
after retaking the provincial
capital from rebellious
students in a three-hour battle
and putting down the most
serious challenge in years to
military rule in South Korea.
At least 16 persons were killed, raising the reported death
toll to 277 in the 10 days since
anti-government demontrations in the southwest corner
of the Korean peninsula turned into an uprising.
The number of wounded was
not known. Nor was there any
indication of the army's
casualties.
At least 17 students and two
soldiers were killed, raising
the reported death toll to 280 in
the 10 days since antigovernment demontrations in
the southwest corner of the
Korean peninsula turned into
an uprising.
Paratroopers used tanks,
heavy machine-guns and

Agency Maps Out Work

Murray Lions Club
Will Honor Youth
At Meeting Tonight

Continued Freon Page One

transport planes and fighting
aircraft.
Why is there such a military
map shortage?
Until last year, US. national
security planners apparently
considered it unlikely that
American forces "could ever
become involved in a war in
the Indian Ocean-Arabian
Sea-Persian Gulf region.
Despite warnings flashed by
the Arab oil embargo in 1873
and by political rumblings in
Iran, once a staunch ally,
these U.S. military and
civilian planners continued to
give high priority to defending
Western Europe, South Korea
and Japan and Israel.
That is where US. military
resources and attention were
focused and that Is where
military map makers were
told to concentrate their efforts — along with the everimportant potential target
areas for U.S. missiles and
bombers in the Soviet Union.
That emphasis changed last
year when the overthrow of
the Shah of Iran and then the
Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan raised what

recapture the
provincial
government
building which the students
had made their headquarters
and armory.
Soldiers led some 60 to 70
prisoners from the building
and kicked some of them as
they lay on the ground. When
an army major saw reporters
watching, he ordered the
troops to stop.
The martial-law command
in Seoul said about 200 persons
were arrested. It issued
orders to "sort out swiftly the
extreme rebels from among
those under arrest, and
dispose of the others generously."
The military commanders
who withdrew their forces
from Kwangju last Wednesday night had moved them to
within three miles of the city's
center early Monday. They informed the rebels about 2 a.m.
today that they had two hours
to surrender and vacate the
provincial headquarters or
they would be attacked.
Scores of students streamed
from another building in the
central plaza and raced to the
provincial building, where
guns were handed out. Thirty
to 40 high schrnol students
were sent home, "too young"
to stay, the university
students said.
Small observation planes
flew low over the city, using
loudpseakers to warn the
800,000 residents to stay indoors and calling on the rebels
to give up.
About 4 a.m. the troops movsmall arms to

Gulf and Western oil sources
there.

Stock Market
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President Carter has said is a
possible threat to the Persian,

ed into the plaza. Tanks opened up with their heavy cannon
and .50 caliber machine guns
as the troops fired small arms.
The students fired back with
rifles and carbines.
Heavy firing continued for
about two hours, then tapered
off after daybreak. By 7 a.m.,
the army was clearly in control. Hundreds of soldiers
ringed the plaza; others were
stationed in doorways and
alleyways in the virtually
deserted downtown streets.
Seoul and other cities that
were the scene of big
demonstrations for a return to
democratic government two
weeks ago have been quiet
since the military leaders expanded martial law on May it,
banned demonstrations, dosed the schools and universities
and arrested 26 of the nation's
leading politicians.
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Spring and Summer Car Care:
Keep your car in tip-top conditioti. I
A Uiecial Section Oi

Milierray Ledger & Times"
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Garbage is one of many new Car checks give fuel efficiency
sources of alternate fitels
It you believe that the idea of
driving your car with a tankful
of fuel other than gasoline is so
much garbage, you may be
right The material that fills garbage dumps is one source of au. tomottve fuel being developed
with hopes of diminishuig the
nation's dependence on imponed oil.
Ethyl alcohol, a source of
which is household refuse, is
one of the substances being used
as a substitute for gasoline. It is
one of several alternate fuel
sources being developed by the
world's scientific community.
eventually expected to solve
problems created by petroleum
depletion and rising prices.
Gasohol one answer
In a review of alternate
sources of automotive fuel,
Richard C. Teasel, Champion
Spark Plug Company's vicepresident, research and product
development, identifies ethyl
alcohol (or methanol) as a possible gasoline extender for cars
of the near future.
Powering internal combustion engines with a mixture of
90 percent gasoline and ten percent ethanol (called gasohol) is
cited by some experts as a partial answer to reducing dependence on foreign oil supplies
Among the sources of these
alcohols are coal, shale, grains
plus waste material.
According to Mr. Teasel.
'At an energy growth rate of
three percent a year. we have at
least enough coal for 120-150
years. Oil shale will provide at
least a 100 years' supply "

('orn. grain. sugar cane and
other agricultural and waste
products are renewable sources
of ethanol, Mr. Teasel points
out.
Costs are high
While fuel made from oil
shale is more likely to be competitive with petroleum prices
in the future, it is now estimated
to cost 50 percent more than current petroleum prices.
'
'Gasoline made from coal
would
cost
HI) percent
more — methanol and ethanol
made from coal would cost
twice as much as petroleum
fuels, and alcohol from agricultural and waste products about
2.5 times as much.'' Mr. Teasel
stated.
Constantly rising petroleum
prices and possible efficiencies
in producing synthetic fuels
would narrow the margins between the -costs, he said.
Another alternate fuel source
being developed is hydrogen.
Mr. Teasel added. "The
hydrogen-air engine could be
conceivably comparable to the
gasoline engine costwise, given
then a predictable further rise in
petroleum prices."
Hydrogen which can be extracted from coal and other
non-petroleum sources including water (which is part hydrogen) has the highest energy
content per pound of fuel.
Huge tank needed
But hydrogen requires a huge
tank to hold enough to provide a
reasonable driving range. Inne the weight of the neces-

AtffirerZia-N

sary storage container, a liquid
hydrogen fuel system weighs
about three times as much and
requires four times the room as a
gasoline tank.
Because of this problem, current research is being directed
toward developing metal hydrides which would readily absorb hydrogen and store the gas
in a more compact container.
First car sold
One firm, the Billings Energy
Corporation, has made impressive strides in hydrogen engine
development. It recently sold its
first hydrogen engine-powered
passenger car to a private individual.
The car, a modified Dodge
Omni, is the forerunner of many
such vehicles Billings hopes to
equip with a hydrogen-burning
engine.
A fleet of hydrogen-powered
postal trucks is now operating in
Provo, Utah.
Billings believes that eventually it will be able to modify cars
equipped with conventional
gasoline-powered engines and
convert them to a dual
gasoline/hydrogen system.
Billings reports, "It is feasible that engine conversion kits
will be available in the next four
or five years which could sell for
only a few hundred dollars.•'
Mr. Teasel observed,"Of the
many, viable alternative fuels
being developed by the scientific community, I feel we can
confidently expect to enjoy the
freedom of mobility cars afford
us despite any further dwindling
of petroleum supplies...

Yuk! Look what can happen
to your carburetor if you fail to
check your air filter once in a
while.
This accumulation of debns
was discovered on one car during a voluntary check by Car
Care Council.
Because this air filter was
the wrong type for the engine,
it allowed dirt to pass right into
and through the carburetor.
The result can be greatly increased gas consumption.
rapid engine wear or both.
Questioning owners and
checking cars in parking lots
and service stations, the
Council learned that over half
of interviewed motorists can-

41
!
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• 20 of 41 had corroded bat_tery terminals.
•
• 18 of 54 were low on coolant.
"It is evident that these
owners should be paying better attention to their cars,"
says Arthur H. Nellen, Car
Care Council General Manager.
"Even patrons of full'
service stations should get in
the habit of either asking to
have cars checked or doing it
themselves."
The Council encourages
owners to keep records, of
services and repairs made to
minimize car trouble and
maximize fuel efficiency_

In Arizona, California . . .

Drop in emission levels
due to annual inspection

61\

not remember when they were
last asked by service station
attendants to check under the
hood. Many said "never."
As might be expected, cars
reflected lack of attention:
• 24 of 59 cars checked had
dirty air filters. Two had none
at all.
• 20 of69 had more than one
tire undcrinflated. One car had
55 pounds in the right rear, 12
pounds in the left front.
• 18 of 65 were one quart or
more low on oil.
• 27 of 65 had little or no
windshield washer fluid. Half
the cars had wipers in only fair
to poor condition.
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Murray, Ky.
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In its earliest stages, the recently begun California program to inspect smog controls
on used cars is expected to reduce air pollution in Southern
California by at least 240 tons
per day.
Much of California's program is patterned after a similar
one in Arizona that has been a
demonstrated success by
dramatically cutting hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions from cars.
Anzona's program requires
inspection of all cars once a year
before registration is renewed in
the Phoenix and Tucson areas,
where 80 percent of the state's
cars are registered.
The results of Anzonas program were reported by the
Anzona Department of Health
Services' Bureau of Vehicular
Emissions Inspection, which
supervises the program.
The state report, which compared tailpipe pollutant emissions from 1976 and 1977.
showed promising results:
+ Hydrocarbon emissions
tested at idle reduced 41 percent
+ Carbon monoxide emissions tested at idle reduced 25
percent.
+ Average cost of repairs on
vehicles failing the initial test
was $23 02, while half the vehicles were repaired for less
than $11.25
The report also estimates that
gasoline consumption IS being
reduced by 30 to 35 million gallons each year because of improved vehicle maintenance
"Nearly 99 percent of vehicles tested are capable of
with current
compliance
standards ii a reasonable cost,"

the bureau's report states.
"Arizona will be in compliance with carbon monoxide
standards by 1982, and
standards for other vehicle.
caused pollutants by 1985,•' the
report also notes.
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Parents, take note:

Dishes packed better than children in cars
By Greg Joseph
San Diego Evening Tribune
Most parents are more careful
carrying a favorite set of dishes
in the family car than they are
transporting their own small
children, a leading southern
California pediatrician says.
As a result, most toddlers
bounce around inside their parents' cars, loOSe and unrestrained, so that collisions or
even sudden stops can send
them flying like miniature mis-

sties toward an unforgiving surface within the car.
In a 30 mph crash, safety experts note, an unrestrained 10pound infant would hit the
dashboard with the force of a
fall from a three-story building.
Break like vase
"Most parents put their chilthen unpackaged and unsecured
in the family car, where in a
sudden stop or crash the children's skull bones can be as

Here's Another...

CARE FOR YOUR CAR
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

fragile as a vase,•' says Dr.
Robert Vinetz, a Los Angeles
pediatrician and co-chairman of
the Transportation Hazards
Committee for the Southern
California chapter of the Amencan Academy of Pediatrics.
"Parents should 'know that
auto accidents are the leading
- cause of children's death after
the age of one, and probably the
leading cause of major disabling
health problems for youngsters
- over that age," Dr. Vinetz says.
"We believe that between 80
an& 90 percent of child passenger deaths could be ,pre.
ventedif every child were buckled up in the proper kind of car
restraint system.
"But the major factor is that
parents simply don't understand
the risks their kids face as passengers in automobiles. They
don't understand it intellectually , and they don't feel it on the
gut level."
Three treated
In a four-week period, Dr.
Vinetz says, he treated three
children under the age of five
who were injured as passengers
in cars involved in accidents.

I

None of the three toddlers
was restrained by any kind of
car seat or harness-something
which might have spared them
injury, he says.
"One of the three children
was about a year old,'' he says.
'1-le was a little boy being held
in his grandma's arms. The
mother was driving, taking
them all some place, just four
blocks away from home.
"Well;another motorist ran a
red light and the mother slammed on her brakes to avoid a
collison.
"The two cars didn't hit, but
the abrupt stop sent the infant
flying from the grandmother's
into
the
arms
face-first
dashboard of his morn's car. As
luck would have it, he came out
with just some facial bruises.
But some youngsters aren't
nearly as fortunate.''
Policeman remembers
Sgt. Larry; Beveridge, a veteran of 15 years in the traffic division of the San Diego police
department, knows what Dr.
Vinetz means.
"The accident that stands out
in my mind," recalls Bev-

eridge, head of the department's hit-and-run detail, 'in-,
volved a young mother and her
three small children.
"They were riding along in
their compact station wagon on
a quiet street within five miles of
their residence. Two kids. were
in the back seat, another one-a
21
/
2 year old boy-was standing
up in the front seat, on the paisenger side. None of the children was restrained.
"Well, they were riding
along minding their own business, well within the speed
limit. A motorist, heading from
the other direction, lost control
of his car and hit the woman's
car head-on.
Little boy killed
"The little boy standing up in
front was killed when his head
hit the dashboard and window of
his own car. His mother and the
other two lived, but he would
have survived, too, if he had
been in a car seat or been restrained in some way."
Vinetz, who is also a member
of Physicians for Automotive
Safety, suggested that parents
write for a pamphlet the group

offers, Don't Risk Your Child's
Life, which lists crash-tested restraint devices now on the market. It is available, he said, by
sending a long, self-addressed
envelope plus 35 cents for postage to Physicians for Automotive Safety, Box 208, Rye,
N.Y. 10580.
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Follow these safety tips if working near battery
hild's
ed remard, by
essed
postomo-

Rye,
mar

There are 144 million cars
and trucks in the United States,
each with a battery that starts
the engine and supplies current
to' the electrical system. But
every year many people are injured because they do not
realize that batteries can be
dangerous.

I. Remember,
batteries
generate explosive gases. Always keep sparks, flames.
burning cigarettes or other ignition sources away from the batteries.

Heeding the following tips
hetp prevent injuries or accan
'
cidents when working near or

3. If you use booster tables,
make your final connection to
the engine block of the stalled

with a battery.

2. Always shield your eyes
when working near the battery.

A U110 ER.WE
ME

OWE'

, 1 1if=,.
------L-'-

car away from the battery.
4. Always keep vent caps
tight and level.
5. Batteries contain sulfuric
acid. Avoid contact with skin.
eyes or clothing. In the event of
an accident, flush with water
and call a physician immediately.'
6. Always keep batteries out
of the reach of children.
7. Always be careful when

'source before making any connection to the bakery or disconnecting it,

GOODn'EAR
-•
1-b.-111u
_ac

WE'RE OPEN AT 7 30 AM

using tools around he battery .
You may accidentally make
connection across the battery
posts or to a part of the vehicle
creating a very hot spark or a
battery explosion.
8. Use caution if you connect a battery charm. Be sure
the charger is turned off or disconnected from the 110-soh
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Line up your front end
for safer, better ride
Have you ever been shopping
in a supermarket with a cart
whose wheels are fighting you
up one aisle and down another?
The casters aren't 'castering
properly and it becomes harder
to steer and to push as you add
more weight to the shopping
trasket.
Incorrect front wheel alignment on your car causes similar
problems, resulting in hard
steering, wandering, rapid tire
wear and increased gas consumption.
In addition to the obvious
safety considerations, the latter
two effects of worn and misaligned steering and suspension
parts of your car affeeLyour
pocketbook.
To take some of the mystery
out of steering and suspension
maintenance. Car Care Council
offers answers to some of the
most commonly asked questions.
Q. What causes wheels to

go out of alignment?
A The f714,1commob causes
arc a damaging blows from
chuck holes or curbs, b) accident damage orc) wearof steering and/or suspension parts.

Q. How often should wheel
alignment be checked?
A This depends upon your
kind of driving If most of your
travel is on smooth roads, a
yearly check -should be ample.
But if you do e. lot of driving
over unpaved:or. poorly maintained roads. you could be
knocking your wheels out of
alignment rather frequently
Under severe conditions check
wheel alignment at least every
six months and keep a close
watch for abnormal tire wear,
steerin abnormalities or vibra-

e .11111&1\

al ea

hesereRa. aim

lions that are the tip-off to trouble
Q. What
does
wheel
alignment cost?
A. On the typical U.S. midsize car it will range from $15 to
20. On some compacts, especially front drive cars on which
both front and rear wheels must
be aligned, the price may be as
much as $40
Q. How long should front
end and steering parts last?
A. When properly
lubricated. they should last indefinitely. The more severe the use,
the more frequently they should
be lubricated.

Q. Is this true of shock abrsorbers as well?
A You
cannot lubricate
shock absorbers. And, as the
name implies, they are the
hardest-working parts of the
suspension system. Under light
duty service they could last for
several years. Severe service
could wear out a set of shocks in
six months

Q. How do you know when
shock absorbers are worn
out?
A Handling characteristics
change; the car may bob and
weav_e. and possibly bottom out
(the springs "hit bottom")
when the car is loaded. The
wheels will hop up and dqwn
and, if the seals are worn,
may see signs of leakage on the
shock.

Q. What happens if I delay
replacing worn shocks?
A. You may accelerate tire
wear and wear of the steering
and suspension parts. Also, because your car will have lost
some of its handling capability.
you're a potential hazard on the

road
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Heading for trouble

'Oil' on market list doesn't
always mean it's for chicken

NO PLACE TO GET LOST—Keeping one eye on a road map and the other on the road is a good
way to get lost —permanently —advises the National Safety ('ouncil. Pull off the road to study the
route instead of erying to read the map while driving, the council says.

Do-it-yourself oil changes
on increase across country

/-

Do-it-yourself oil changes are
on the increase throughout the
country.
A recent survey finds that
43.6 percent of all men and
women who bought motor Oil in
1975 changed oil themselves.
This figure increased to 46.4
percent last year.
One of ihe principal reasons
for this increase in DIY oil
changing activity is increasing
oil and service costs. But certainly another has to be the fact
that so many people find what
they formerly thought to be a
tiresome chore to be a comparatively: simple task, according to
the Pennzoil Company.
Assemble the few tools you'll
need. An adjustable open-end or
box wrench to remove the
crankcase drain plug, a filter
wrench, and receptacles to receive and dispose of the used
• oil Check your owner's manual
and have on hand the correct
number of quarts of motor oil
required for your particular car,
and a new oil filter.
Car wheels can remain on the
floor, or use a pair of frontwheel ramps to raise the front
end of your car NEVER get
under your car when ills secured only by jacks!
Be sure to set the parking
brake, place the automatic
transmission in PARK or the
manual transmission in gear).
and place diocks behind the rear
wheels
Then, follow these steps:
1 Engine should be warm
before oil drain Place a waste
pan under the crankcase drain
plug and loosen plug counterclockwise with an adjustable
open-end. socket or box wrench
and remove plug. It the drain
plug is countersunk, get a special drain-plug wrench. Trying
to loosen the plug with a conventional wrench may ruin the
plug or damage the oil pan
2 Wait for crankcase to

empty — usually about three
minutes. But let it drain longer,
if possible. The more dirty oil
you allow to drain, the less dirty
oil remains in the engine. Be
careful—oil will be hot!
3. Clean drain plug and, with
plug gasket in place, screw plug
clockwise into oil pan by hand.
If you feel resistance, check that
plug is not in crosswise. This
will damage threads. Tighten
firmly with wrench. but don't
overtighten as you may destroy
oil pan.
4. Changing filter. Place a
waste pan under the oillilter and
use your oil filter wrench at the
base of the filter to turn it
counter-cicx:kwise. If the filter
is frozen in place, hammer a
chisel through the filter canister
and smack the chisel handle
with a mallet. This will loosen
the filter, which can then be removed and discarded. Remove
old gasket with filter.
5. Important—clean filter
seating surface. Use putty
knife to scrape off any remaining gasket matenal which may
be stuck to engine surface. Lubricate new filter gasket with
used oil. Spin new filter
clockwise onto engine. When
filter becomes difficult to turn
by hand, give it one more halfturn by hand ONLY.
6 Fill crankcase through the
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shopping trips, to include as
many of your !amity's needs in
one trip as you can
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'The do-it-yourself maintenance trend and the product
packaging revolution in blister
packaging and plastic jugs have
bolstered automotive sales at
food chains, Home & Auto reports.
Food chains generated nearly
a billion dollars in automotive
sales last year, a 30 percent increase in the past five years. In
addition, 85 percent of all con-
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Car care products are sharing the shelves with foodstuff and
other household needs in a growing number of super markets
throughout the nation. A customer can pick up materials for an
oil change as well as items like spark plugs, tools for do-ity ourselfservices and other automotive needs, along with cereals
and meats.
veruence stores stock motor oil
and car care products,
Major supermarket chains all
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Stock No.: 0286
P.S., P.O., V-8
A/T, Bench Seats
7,059.06
Invoice:
339.91
Year End Al
500.00
TTB All.

SPE
(!:

PEER

a '79

Stock No: 0218
P.S., P.B., A/C, V-8
ATI, Bucket Seats
1,339.45
Invoice:
404.32
Year End All
TTB At.
6,935.13

Do you es
on the brake
pedal waste!
he used to r

across the country report a
doubling in automotive product
sales in the past three years.

hints

And then, park your car in
central location downtown or al
shopping areas and walk to the
;Molls slOTC1 —making Ire
quent return trips to unload your
purchases les healthier and
vanes money, 100- • • . Every pound of extra weight
in your car means extra gasoline
consumption. Don't carry extra
items in your trunk.
• • •
Motorists observing the national 55 in p.h speed limit are
both life-savers and gas-savers
The national highway death
toll was approximately 10,000
deaths lower in 1974 when drivers were carefully observing the
55 nu p h limit, hut it is creeping up again as speed limit observance wanes
II tires squeal in a gentle turn,
that means they're under inflated When that happens,
your car uses more gas and tires
wear out quicker Kap them inflated to the matimum recom
mended his thc manufacturer
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oil fill opening at top of engine
with the required number of
quarts. Check oil level with
dipstick.
7. Start engine and run it at
fast-idle for a minute or two. Do
not race engine. Turn off ignition and check under car for oil
leaks. If there's a leak. tighten
drain plug or filter a little more.
Check oil level again with
Standard saves
'
dipstick.
A standard transmission can
oil
change
When to
give you up to 10 percent better
Recommended oil change inmileage. Consider this when
tervals will vary with the type of
are shopping for a new car
car use. For primary recom- You
mendations, check your owner's manual.
Usually, mileage-time intervals in owner's or service man• Check tire pressure reguuals are qualified as being for
larly. You lose about two per"normal" use or light duty opin fuel for every pound of
cent
eration (usually from 6.000 to
pressure under the recom10,000 miles, or one year).
mended amount.
Actually, almost all cars in
daily use in metropolitan areas
rarely, if ever, encounter socalled "normal service.''
Extreme cold, heat, high
speeds, stop-and-go driving,
excessive idling at traffic lights
or congested traffic, dirt, dust,
trailer-towing, all add up to
'extreme'. or heavy duty driving conditions.
Follow your owner's manual
recommendations and change
your oil more frequently under
these extreme driving conditions.

trig'.

rpuoling is one ot the
easiest ways to reduce gasoline
consumption II only two persons were riding in every car.
the number of cars now used for
commuting purposes could be
reduced by 20 per cent.

When grocery shopping lists
contain the notation "oil," it is
no longer safe to assume the
purchaser wants to fry chicken.
Just as likely, the oil in question
is a 10-40W motor oil.
Reflecting the growhig interest in do-it-yourself car care:
the shelves of supermarkets are
carrying an ever-wider variety
of car care products. According
to the publicationHome & Auto,
"The automotive related food
chain has really caught fire in
the past two years."
Motor oil is the leading automotive product sold by food
stores. Automatic transmission
fluid and brake fluid also are
heavy sellers, as is windshield
washer fluid.
Ever increasing amounts of
spark plugs, oil and air filters
and other items easily installed
by the consumer are also found
at grocery markets and specialty
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Stock No.: 0176
P.B., V-8, 4 Speed,
Bench Seats
7,510.11
Invoice:
363.77
Year End All.:
500.00
TTB All.
P.S

6,644.41
Stock No: 0285
P.S., P.S., V-8,
A/T, Bench Soots
7,356.11
Invoice:
355.96
Year End All
500.00
TTB All

Stock No: 0213
P.S., P.B., A/C, V-8
ArT, Bucket Seats
0,314.45
Invoice:
404.32
Year End All.
500.00
TTB All.
7,410.13
Stock No: 0299
P.S., P.B., V-8, A/T
Midas
Seats,
Bucket
Package
5,147.11
Invoke4013
Year End All.
511111.10
TTB All.
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Investment in
spark plugs
worth price
How would you like to make
an investment that p4soff More
than double the original sum?
In these times of high
gasoline prices, Is.car owner can
realize such reams simply by
replacing a set of worn spark
plugs with new plugs.
In a-nationwide test program.
cars whose spark plugs were
overdue for replacement were
equipped with a new set. Average improvement in fuel
economy was 3.44 percent.
With gasoline selling for
more than SI a gallon and the
average car using 709 gallons a
year- (a National Petroleum
News estimate), savings would
exceed $24.
That is more than double the
price of a new set of eight spark
plugs.

I
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Your Key To Value
Get Your Car Ready For The Hot
Months Ahead With These Fine
Products From Our Automotive Dept.

8:30-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
& Sat.
8:30-8:00 p.m. Fri.
516 Main St.
753-6588

Make one car do the work of
two by consolidating trips to
market, social activities, medical appointments, etc.
•••
Do you ever rest your left foot
on the brake? Riding the brake
pedal wastes energy that should
be used to move your car.

eport a
product
years

SPECIiiii.S
Nc S010133 Ptoot
11 Geiu-pipl Pi"pl.,
11011. S7.1111 h.
Sok $1.82 ft.
No .030423M HSI j,l1
$1.45 ft.
Salo

PRESTONE
SUPER FLUSH

197

PEERLESS CHAIN

11111111111

• 9 oz.
• Brilliant high
gloss shine
• Resists detergent
• Easily applied in
sun or shade

• Winter Anti-Freeze/
Summer Coolant
• 1 Gallon

MAY.

11111111111

SIMONIZ
PRE-SOFTENED WAX

$2.23 ft.

No S0404S48 PEER 738
(Grode 70) (Wen:Ss% less
SI,onper)
Nog. 54.211

re,

SIMONIZ
"SHINES LIKE
THE SUN"
Check Our Automotive Dept.
For Your Other Car Needs:

Shines

Car Mats
Oil Filters

Tires (Catalog Order Plan)
Spark Plugs
Etc.

HAVOL1NE
SUPER PREMIUM
MOTOR OIL

• Removes Radiator Rust
• 22 oz.
• One step action;
requires no
neutralizer

sa. $2.72 ft.

1st

MONROE MOISTURE
EJECTORS

UN

ot!
8
14.4$
84.32
00.00
10.13

Aidas

$64

Hydrovlo Porno Upi.oht
Stool TM&AN UflIVef101 hones
Shot/ Morse Control Remote Shut
to. Cable Control P 1 0 Hoses
Hydroule Od
1os.i1124.80 led. las

$1 371.14 —

1•oolol
*ft, This price is fa bottom maw
P 1 0 ow-kat Poo on lollop' 13
spd trans so/upright tank reed on
truck

01.0,, ”sn1
,
00,0 .111u01 011116

• Protects and
beautifies plastic,
vinyl,and rubber

PRESTONE
TUFF STUFF

196
• 22 oz.
• Foam Cleaner for vinyl upholstery, plastic, woodwork
and rug&

ALUMINUM WHEELS
II
t0 o..
11

/70 SO

37.00
I,

Prise

She
70.7 SO

1 ri
71 Sea 71

1111 13 ea
4117_7440
1111 11.0
171311w
%MOO.
11411 S•
SIM II es
Dlloa

II O

PUIllrifTW

nuainuutsirea.

484
e)

• 4 oz.

+coy el price Abowe orx• prelude,
NOLABOA

Ors.

17.01
Mt]
80.00

• 12 oz.
• For disc or drum brakes
• Meets DOT 3 specifications

with heaters
No 522372(81 t,st 080
$12

to

79

ARMOR ALL

lie OIII
th.ge 1••••Or
111171153.1377
Owed,'
400 416 1444

PC

• Paste
• Starts bright,
stays bright
• Goes on smooth
and fast

• Carburetor
and Choke
Cleaner
• 13 oz
• 12 oz Squid
• Helps stop engine
&Perron
• Frees stocky yahoos

1°3
• 10W-40
• Fuel economy
tested

VON
MR NUMMI
mommArvitt rem
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500 Kms on 10 gallons?
It can be done—carefully
"The 500s: Unser, Rodier
Win Again...
The headline in the Stanches. ter (Conn) Journal Inquirer referred to auto competitions occurring some 1.000 miles apart
on the Memorial Day weekend.
Distance was not the only factor
separating the two "500s."
The Unser was Al Unser who
had just captured another Indianapolis Speedway classic, at
speeds of nearly three miles per
minute.
Rodier was Bob Rodier. an
office worker from South
Windsor,Conn. His victory was
scored in the 10-Gallon 560.
Run on the same day as the
Indy "500.' the 10-gallon version is basically a fuel economy
contest. Entrants traveled a 500
kilometer course between South
Windsor and White River Junction, Vt.. consuming less than a
10-gallon supply of fuel. In fact,
the winner used less than six gallons to complete the course.
The distance must be covered
in more than five hours, assuring that a speed limit of 55 miles
per hour is observed.
Rodier scored the 1979 victory, his third consecutive
triumph, in a Fiat 850. His
stripped down, modified. car
achieved nearly 60 miles per
gallon.
In the production class, a
Honda was winner with a 45
miles per gallon consumption
rate.
While Rodier's winning feat
was accomplished with techniques few average motorists
would use, some of his practices can be applied to every-

Free air can save you costly gas
What costs nothing (usually)
and,can save gasoline? Answer:
Air in your car's tires.
Motorists are wasting precious and costly fuel when they
neglect the air pressure in the
Mrs.

Bob Rodier (left) of South Windsor, Conn., has scored three
consecutive victories in the 10-Gallon '500' fuel economy competition. Among Rodier's secrets—creating minimum passible
rolling resistance. Thus he removed bumpers and sideview
mirrors from his Fiat and taped exposed areas to combat wind
resistance.
day &atm for fuel savings
'It is vital that the car be 100
percent mechanically sound,''
Rcedier said.
''Obviously, the engine and
ignition system must be in excellent condition. But operating
the car with a minimum of rolling resistance is important.
too.'
Underinflated tires, misaligned wheels, poorly adjusted
brakes, all create drag that robs
cars of fuel economy, Rodier
said. He also cited the importance of common sense driving
techniques in achieving top
mileage.
Among his tips:
• Avoid idling. When an
engine idles, it is getting, zero
miles per gallon It's better to

Underinflated tires increase
the rolling resistance on the road
surface and that condition
makes the engine and transmission and other components work
harder to move the car.
Survey after survey by tire
companies and other sources
show that up to 90 percent ofthe
tires on the road are underinflated, many to the point of
being not only wasteful of gas,
but of being dangerous.
And, ironically, air is free,
although some stations have in-

stalled coin-operated air pumps.
"Perhaps if a motorist has to
pay for air he will value it more
than if it's free," said one tire
official, only partly in jest.
Improper air pressure not
only cuts into gas mileage by
about 5 percent but it also reduces the life of a tire because of
heat build-up caused by too
much sidewall flexing.
Air is as important to the life
of a tire as oil is to the life of an
engine; therefore, they deserve
better care than they receive.
Perhaps one of the reasons for
tire neglect is that tires have become so reliable that they are
taken for granted. Too often
they are forgotten until one gets
a puncture.
Some motorists also check

the pressure by "eyeballing"
them. That system won't work
with radials, which have a
natural appearance of being too
low, so the car owner becomes
accustomed to that look.
But put one inflated to 24
pounds next to one with 16
pounds — a difference of onethird—and the tires will look
virtually the same. That's why
it's important to check the air
pressure with a gauge, available
at tire and auto stores for less
than two dollars. Recommended air pressure is listed in
the car's owner's manual.
Two dollars and a few minutes to obtain free air will help
the wallet by both saving
gasoline and increasing the life
of the tire.

turn off the ignition and restart
the car if you must stand still for
a long period of time, such as at
a railroad crossing.
• Pace your driving to avoid
red lights.
• When approaching a hill,
start up at an accelerated speed.
Then you won't have to gun the
accelerator to make a smooth
ascent.
The fifth annual Ten Gallon
500 will be held on the same day
as its Indianapolis counterpart,
the Sunday before Memorial
Day.
Founded in 1976 by Charles
MacArthur of South Windsor,
the first two races were 500mile affairs. In order to attract a
remove the crankcase drain plug. Make sure the
greater number of entrants, the Using an adjustable open-end or box wrench,
and place a receptacle for the old oil under the plug. Drainage
500-mile length was changed to engine is warm for best drainage
in
cases.
minutes
most
takes
three
about
500 kilometers in 1978.

Quality tune-up can save money
•

Hydrogen power is helping deliver the mail to postal patrons in Provo, Utah. The Billings
Company is one firm currently working on alternate rod sources to reduce America's dependence
on petroleum. The first hydrogen powered cars are already on the highways, as are man) using
fuels derived from coal and aaue materials.

Vacationers planning to
travel by car this summer should
pay special attention to engine
tune-up. This service becomes a
greater value than ever as
gasoline prices increase. Cars in
need of tune-up show an average of I l% improvement in gas
mileage after their engines have
been tuned.
The pocketbook considerations are only part of the story.
Quicker starting, smoother running and better performance are
added benefits of a good tuneup. These are factors frequently
affected by emission control
parts.
Owners of late model cars
should be aware of the presence
of these components on their
engines. While they contribute
significantly to reduced air pollution, they should he serviced
as part of a tune-up to maintain
"clean" exhaust and efficient
operation.
Something as simple as a
leaking vacuum hose can cause
rough idle and poor performance.

Advanced, Inc.
ADVANCED

Tire & Automotive Center
The Wheels Come & Go
Nc. "Where

PAGE 9 '

Other emission control components are not so simple.
Diagnosis and adjustment often
requires an experienced, well
equipped mechanic. Many of
these parts are inter-related,

making the once routine tune-up
a much more precise procedure.
In addition, pans continue to be
added as car makers strive to
meet federal regulations for
higher fuel economy and lower
emissions.
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Saving fuel, fighting pollution

What to carry to keep car efficient
and safe q'you use self-service gas
(Editor's note: Thefollowing
is reprintedfrom the publication'
"Self-Service: Gas Up and
Go.'' The pamphlet gives valuable advice to patrons g selfservice gas stations on how to
maintain a car. It can be obtained for 60 cents at Government Printing Office book stores
in major cities or by writing to
the U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.)
As self-service gas stops become more popular with every
rise in fuel prices, what to carry
to service your car quickly and
efficiently without clutter takes
on new meaning. Here is a
suggested list of basic tools and
service items that shouldn't take
too much room in yout car
trunk.
I. Windshield cleaner fluid
in a finger pump 'n spray bottle.
2. Rough- surface synthetic
sponge, squeegee, and a roll of
paper thwels for keeping win(Towels are also handy for wiping dipsticks and dirty hands.)
3. Bottle of windshield
washer solvent.
4. Tire pressure gauge and a
Lincoln-head penny for checking safe tread depth.
5. Jug of distilled water for
battery cells.
6. Hydrometer for checking
battery cell conditions.
7. Two or three cans of premium grade engine oil (SAE
10W-40 or 20W-50).
8. Oil-can spout (one that
doesn't leak around the punchhole).
9. Quart of transmission
fluid (choose according to make
of your car).
10. Transmission fluid funnel with long, flexible neck and
reducer fining so it can also be
used for oil, power steering
fluid, and (if clean) gasoline.
. II. Can of hydraulic brake
'fluid (for drum or disc type
brakes).

12. Tools: Pair of pliers. adjustable end or crescent wrench,
Phillips and standard blade
screwdrivers, battery
post
cleaning socket.

Pressure
cap should
be checked
If you do your own cooling
system check and service in the
spring, there is one thing you
may want to leave for the service dealer. That's the checking
of the radiator pressure cap.
which keeps the engine's cooling system pressurized for efficient operation.
Sometimes the spring becomes weak: often it's the rubber gasket 'that gives out, becoming brittle or otherwise
damaged.
Once the cap fails to hold
pressure your engine will be
subject to overheating and
coolant loss.
Most service shops have a
cooling system pressure tester
which not only locates leaks in
the system but also determines
proper functioning of the pressure cap.

Don't forget to

0TAsco - ,..

Storm

We Carry
TropArtic
Motor Oil

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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'
1411 11 _ _•
.. IPS
c-.=.-_
!tip .
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"Uncommon cures for most common
_ Pickup Trucks"
"Mojave spoken here
by Fenton

Sporty 8-stroke white Malan vilkiele.
,Y4152,527
All wheels less
nuts 6 caps

19
,

Set al 4 $1

C__
t%
)
A •
1
2.....Y
, I

"Hey good Looldn"
by Pathfinder

a

Yens Lo-kicunl Truck MafT0r.ri 1, 1 ,
Black OEM Truck Mew , 1 4 7-(1,

"Spare Air here
Enjoy shade dr privacy with
12 designs to choose hose-

Portable Air Tank.

....----=0 .,

window °mica.

s. ..•

Save 8300

999
.

,r•••
WY` -

Save $800

. 24.99

lio

Pickup True* Utility/Tool Bon
0.
0

c__.
,
Your Choice
-\
9.88
/ \I
Chrome Lo-Motast Taxi Mirror 0-1041...13.38
Chrome OEM Truett Mirror , i•F.7I
13.88
OEM Mini-Pickup Truck Marx ,1,41741)
13.88

mI

Keep your tools
high and dry-

'411111111114111111P
4
.,..e"444aisi.........

......,

Save 1120.00

89.97
T-R-A-C-T-I-O-N
Uniroyal LAREDO 78-8-ply rated tubeless
blackmail G78 x 15
Uniroyal LAREDO 18-6-olv Tractlde Tread
tubeless blackaall 678s 15
sa
elk. , ,
."..
72

i
..„,

-

_
.,...........,__

Installs easily for beauty
and protection.
Taiigate Protector

63.88 plus F E 1-1 67.88 OAF ET•
Other sizes ayalleble at WAIN arangL
•Sil prices plus F.ET. tired old tiro ail er.

sale Price

1588

Auto Ramps

Dirty feet Welcome Imre
FAI-scrom True* Roor Mats
„
,

•

.„.
Sale Prior

11.99
Pickup Truck 'Twin'Pow Mats

1

9.118 Pr

Oil Change Kit
.

Lift car 8/i -in off ground for
changing shocks, oil, etc.(5-2471) Reg. $25.95

The price won't Shock you!
Extra HOMY Duty Shocks.
• •.

Heavy duty plastic pan,
pour spout and filter wrench

\
• •

MI"

Diminishing Mirror

No muck on your truck-

Hendon's
Service Station
200 N. 46 St., Murray, Ky.

'44.1

I ;Jo
eamillim.emisimMack641
i
(
.
t74 4'
.*
t

Truc .. tni 9
"---"`.....,-_-......

whitewall tires

To check blade condition,
turn on your wipers and stop
them in a convenient spot on
the windshield by turning off
the ignition switch.
It's a check that can save you
trouble in an unexpected rain

1

n
"I,r--",r-• --•-aillf-4.,....":71

spring clean

If the whitewall tires on your
car look more like graywalls because of winter's salt and slush,
it's time to add them to the
spring cleaning list for your car.
It's an easy job to scrub them
up and make them good-looking
again.
Several packaged cleaners
are commercially available, but
a steel wool scrub pad or a stiff
bristle brush and kitchen
cleanser will do just as well.
one caution, however: Don't
use gasoline, kerosene or other
petroleum-derived products beA lot of gas
cause they will discolor the
Americans use 25 billion gal- whitewall and could detenorate
lons of gasoline yearly for rec- the rubber.
reational social drivingAfter you've cleaned the
almost one fourth of the total sidewalls, inspect the tires for
yearly gasoline consumption.
cuts or other damage and reMost families can reduce gas move stones from the tread. Fiuse for this type of driving by nally, check
the air pressure.
better planning of vacation trips: Underinflated tires can waste up
doubling up with friends and to one gallon out of 20 gallons of
neighbors on social occasions, gasoline.
planning recreational activities
for nearby rather than distance
OUT OF
location, and dnving conservaSIGHT...?
tively in well maintained cars.
If your car's windshield wipers are the kind that disappear
000000 PnT000 out
of sight behind the cowl
GOMOGO 000000
when not in use. be sure they
0000 000 00G0 are
not "out of sight, out of
Linn onn GO an

ann oona
noann 00M tifla.
mon oon 0000
ann onn anon
anon 000
00 OD 000 000
0000 000 0000
000000 Z00000
000000 000MOD

Driving an emission-efficient tor emissions can improve Wel hard on tireN
car is one ;Nay to save on your ,economy by five percent.
• If your car has a manual
gasoline bills. A well-tuned entransmission. shift to top gear as
• Observe the speed limit.
gine
is
both
a
pollution
fighter
soon
as practical and safe.
13. Miscellaneous: HeavyYou waste 10 to 15 percent of
• Don't let your engine idle
duty flashlight, pair of leather- and a gas-saver, the American your fuel for every 10 miles an
palmed work gloves, old bath Lung Association points out.
for more than a minute. It's
The ALA also offers these hour you go over 50.
more efficient to turn it off and
towel, can of lanolin-based solDrive
modestly.
Accelerate
•
tips
for
achieving
maximum
vent for cleaning dirty hands.
start again.
at a steady pace.
• Use gasoline octane and oil
and the owner's manual for your fuel economy.
• Government and industry
particular vehicle.
• Coast to stops. Slamming grade recommended by the car
studies show that tuning a car. our brakes wastes as and is manufacturer

7S3-1921

I

nun or Van Sclesti Guards
I 3,•-, 2
Sae Me*

•!
Reg. $3.39
$280*
3%" stick-on Mirror eliminates
Save
ss•
"blind spot"
err
- seer Priam COCO Trecoge Saturday at NI OTASCO stcrA & pernbostrng Dealers

OTASCO

.T:

1.1 Air Swim,Coate753-1391

,
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Valvoline

CAR CARE PRODUCTS!
hivotiNE
Oil filter

Valvoline

Womfig.

oil filter

Oil filter

Motor Oil
HEAVY DUTY
ALL-CLIMATE
10W-20W-30W

of, SAVE 50%
ON VALVOLINE
OIL & AIR
FILTERS!

BUY ONE AT MANUFACTURER
SUGGESTED RETAIL AND GET ONE
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PRODUCTS NOW ON SALE:

#129
LIMIT 24

*117
*121
*129
0141
*159

XLD 10W-20-40
ESP 10W-20W-30
ALL-CLIMATE 10W-20W-30
ALL-CLIMATE 10W-20W-40
SUPER HP0 30
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Windshield wiper care is frequently neglected when spring
and summer weather arrive.
Too often, motorists :believe
that winter is the only time for
special concern about windshield visibility.
Spring rainshowers. dirt
splattered on windshields from
other vehicles, and improperly
functioning equipment all can
be a source of motonng
headaches.
For most of these problems,
there can be an easy solution.
Here are a few tips on solving
common windshield woes.
You can eliminate streaking
and smearing caused by contaminated wiper blades by simply washing the windshield and
wiper with soap and water. If
this doesn't do the job the wiper
blades probably need to be
replaced—especially if they are
dyer a year old.
Wiper experts at Anco explain that wiper blades of natural
rubber have a life expectancy of
about six months, but. most
motorists wait nearly three years
to replace them, often dnving
with dangerously hampered visibility.
When you are driving in light
rain, use windshield washers to
cut through smear-causing, oily
road film.
When wipers stirsr in only
one direction, it fisually indicates hardened robber. Washing
the rubber refills in warm water
and exposing them to warm air
will usually solve this problem

SALE
OFF
SuperGuard
Fiber Glassbelted Tires
$3495
20%

•$0.9S

plu.$1.74 Federal Eseise Ts.
OTHER SIZES ON SALE
TO F'IT HOST(: ARS

Two tough fiber glass
belts, two polyester
cord plies for impact resistance,smooth ride •

Heavy Duty 36
Shock Absorbers
Cut$3.50 Each
'cm $599
SAVE 814 ON SET OF
FOUR. 40'4 more ride
control than standard
1 -inch bore shock
absorbers.
TIRE,BATTERY
SHOCK ABSORBER
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
WHEEL BALANCE
• Prices are r•t•los pro- es
• Shipping and onstallahon ez•
Ira • Ask about Sears credo
plane • Now on sale en our
"HX-•nel "R" rat•los suppleSatisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bark

Sears
AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER
ORA MK 111001114.• a•p c n

NI Mr Coafts
751•2311111

Aft01irobv

k•.11

1/11•

A majority of car owners
have only a bare basic knowledge of mechanics. So many
are baffled when a breakdown
occurs. Yet, according to engineers at Champion Spark Plug
Company, diagnosing trouble
spots is not as difficult as it
might at first.appear.
Champion has formulated a
trouble-shooting chart. outlining most common malfunctions
and their key causes. To use the
chart, merely locate the problem on the vertical symptom
column and find the possible
causes in the boxes immediately to the fight.
Example: You are having
Possible
trouble.
starling
causes are ) out of fuel.
2) improper air/fuel ratio,
3) improper oil or oil/fuel
ratio, 4) ignition system failure, 5) low compression.
Champion suggests some of
the problems can be solved easily by the average person, but
in many cases a competent service outlet should be consulted.
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Possible Cause

Routine springtime dirt and
Recognizing these factors,
grime, the greasy spray from Sweden has mandated that all
and
rain,
the
during
other cars
new cars in that country be
the annual summertime bom- equipped with headlight wipers
bardment of insects and bugs and washers so lights can be
dramatically reduce the effec- cleaned by merely touching a
tiveness of headlights
switch inside the car. Perhaps in
Periodic cleaning of headlights is one of the most often coming years in the United
overlooked elements in spring States, headlight wipers and
car care, and one of the simplest washers may become more
and most economical to take
care of.
According to the Highway
Visibility Bureau, a fact-finding
organization dedicated to safe
driving, dirty headlights are a
major cause of reduced driving
visibility.
The American Optometric
Association has said that 90 percent of all the decisions you
make behind the wheel are
based on vision.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

common, the Highway Visibility:, Bureau says.
But until then, the HVB recommends that a cloth be kept
handy in your car or garage, and
that motonsts frequently wipe
off the headlights to insure better visibility. This procedure is
advised especially after driving
on wet roads and in the spray
from other cars.

McCuiston Automotive
Electric
11
We repair all kinds ol starters, generators, and alternators 6 volt 12 volt &
rot We also eidtange starters. generators and alternators
810 S. 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-3175

411111r o'
rac.b)

AMOCO

If the sight of a man in a
tuxedo or a woman in a fancy
hall gown pumping gasoline
seems peculiar, it is becoming
less odd with every passing day.
The growing popularity of the
self-service gasoline station results in a wider variety of customers pumping their own.
According to a recent survey,
40 percent of those queried replied they buy all their gas at
self-service pumps. Another 20
percent said they patronized
self-service stations most of the
time. Another 14 percent stated
they seldom use such facilities,
while 23 percent claimed never
using them.
Motorists who still use fullservice stations were asked,
"How frequently has an attendant either checked under the
hood or volunteered to check
under the hood?"
"Seldom" was the answer of
39 percent,ind "never" replied
another 28 percent Only II
percent said "always." and 22
percent answered 'most of the
time "
• • •
It )ou'rc thinking about a
new car consider gasoline consumption and make thes a prime
factor in your decision
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Clean headlights for visibility

Self-service
station users
advised to check
under hood
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Always A Welcome Sign
For Better Mileage & Performance
Use AMOCO Regular, Unleaded
Or

Gasohol

Fuel of the Future...Here Today

From One of these Fine Stations
Martin Amoco E. Main Murray
Murray Amoco S. 641 Murray
Distribertsel Sy

Belcher Oil Co.
South Second St. Murray, Ky.
753-0212
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CAR CARE SECTION

ANNOUNCING!
11*,
Carroli
Serx (1Tire
Is Pleased To Announce That They Are

The First In This Area With
Infa-Red Wheel Alignment
The Most Accurate Wheel Alignment Available
A REVOLUTIONARY NEW ELECTRONIC
WHEEL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

14. HMAN PERMATRONIC s unique amer. •iy Of operation combined with SOOT state
-eliabilits make PERMATROPOC a pliordalaie whew mignment system Check Mese unique
tea um
INFRA-RED TOE SYSTEM - No ugh, bulbs to burn out Amment light will not affect
curacy
SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY - Back up sows...eliminate most down tome
ELECTRONIC ACCURACY
Caster camber and toe reading Xeuratety read on
ectromc meters
MACES SETTING A STRAIGHT STEERING WHEEL EASY- Sets dm toe a nel sautes,the
teehng sheet in one simple operation
FOUR WHEEL ALIGNMENT RIM only two wheel heeds
FACTORY CALIBRATED - Operator can rms., perkem any necessary calibration
necks
COMPLETE REAR WHEEL TOE with no sliding or back-on of car hecelawY
us, g rhe BiSHMAN PERMATRON1C a thorough and complete wheel alignment can be
accomploshotlanth mom ace Areef and wth leas time and atm, Man Ott most wheel almnment

To introduce this alignment system we are
selling all tires in stock at a special reduced
rate now thru June 30th.

Franklin Carroll & Ricky Garland using
the Bishman Wheel Alignment System.
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We also have computerized wheel balancing.

Come By And Have Your Car Aligned With
Space Age Accuracy
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Carroll Tire & Wheel
1105 Pogue Alignment
753-1489
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